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SUCCESS

JARED ISAACMAN
Inspiration4

The Act
of Faith
MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/inspiration4
www.inspiration4.com

©Inspiration4/John Kraus

JEFF BEZOS AND RICHARD BRANSON UNDOUBTEDLY APPRECIATED THE PERFORMANCE:
INSPIRATION4 REDUCED THEIR RESPECTIVE SPACE INITIATIVES TO THE RANK
OF HIGH-PROFILE HYPE. CONCEIVED BY BILLIONAIRE JARED ISAACMAN FOLLOWING
A VISIT TO BAIKONUR IN 2008 AND PROVIDED BY SPACEX, THIS FLIGHT IS LIKELY
TO MARK EXPLORATION HISTORY IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE.
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SUCCESS

Jared
Isaacman:
The Act
of Faith

The business model of the future
For Elon Musk, this flight constitutes a huge publicity
campaign: it not only reinforces the reputation of SpaceX,
a company "capable of failing quickly" during the
development phases of its projects and then showing
unprecedented performance in commercial flights. But, in
addition, Jared provides him with the archetype of the
partner of the future. As Musk stated in an interview after
returning from the "Inspiration4" mission, his company is
looking for people who want to go on flights to the Moon or
Mars. However, these candidates must accumulate "the
will and the means" necessary. The public-private model
already in place between SpaceX and NASA is therefore
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What would you do if you were invited to board an orbital
space flight for free? Would you agree to sit on top of a
rocket filled with explosive substances and hope that all
goes well until the landing three days later? For the
moment, even Elon Musk has not dared, and it is Jared
Isaacman, another billionaire - creator of the Shift4
companies and of Draken International - who chartered a
special flight and invited three people to sit by his side in
the Crew Dragon capsule. The details had been taken care
of, including the use of the legendary PAD39, a launchpad
from which Saturn V sent the astronauts to the Moon. The
casting started with an advertisement broadcast during
the Superbowl and brought together a team worthy of a
boy band, with four very different people allowing the
general public to easily identify with at least one of them:
the extremely wealthy commander, the brilliant pilot, the
super nice medical officer and the specialist who looks like
my neighbor. Beyond the media performance, this quartet
made history by inspiring enormous confidence in
spaceflight: on the one hand, the flight was fully
automated, on the other hand, his passengers seem to
have enjoyed every minute of the flight.

©Inspiration4 crew

The act of faith

“In a multi-day
orbital mission,
you have a lot
of time for things
to go wrong.”
JARED ISAACMAN

likely to develop further, with adventurous patrons
chartering missions in the future. As surprising as it may
seem, it is also likely that Jared Isaacman can measure a
return on investment that goes well beyond the initial
philanthropic framework: his name and those of his
companies have already added enormous value, thanks to
the quality of the branding, storytelling and
communications about Inspiration4.

Next step
We are witnessing a new golden age of space travel. Elon
Musk will continue to pick up the deadlines with Falcon 9
and Starship. You can catch the news or visit SpaceX's
Starbase on YouTube or by following great channels like
"Everyday Astronaut". Virgin Galactic and Blue Origin will
continue their efforts to reduce their delays, no doubt
taking advantage of the strong interest shown by
investors. And in the field of launching satellites into orbit
- including very small ones - start-ups like Firefly, Rocket
Lab or Blue Canyon keep appearing. The whole problem in
a society like ours, fiercely opposed to risk-taking, lies in
the reaction of public opinion and regulators in the event of
an accident. The previous generation remembers the
impact of the Challenger and Columbia accidents in 1986
and 2003. Despite SpaceX's spectacular reliability in the
space conquest the question is not "What if, but when?".
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360

“Luxembourg is one
of the few countries
where it is more
difficult to find
an employee than
a customer.”
JÉRÔME BLOCH,
©360crossmedia/D.E.

360CROSSMEDIA

How has the evolution of technology impacted
corporate communication?

JÉRÔME BLOCH
360Crossmedia

The Impact of Technology on
Corporate Communication
OVER THE PAST TEN YEARS, TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS HAVE
HAD A CONSIDERABLE IMPACT ON COMMUNICATION IN GENERAL AND THAT
OF COMPANIES IN PARTICULAR. AN INTERVIEW WITH JÉRÔME BLOCH,
WHO FOUNDED 360CROSSMEDIA IN 2000.
MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/360crossmedia2021
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I'm going to tell you an anecdote from yesterday morning:
a friend of mine had been working since the beginning of
the year on the redesign of his website with a very
reputable Parisian agency. He found the project still
mediocre after nine months and the bill too high. He ended
the contract and published the site of his dreams in five
days. Thanks to Wix, that was carried out 100% in-house!
In general, I think we must distinguish three main impacts
related to technologies: autonomy, speed, and power. Let's
come back to autonomy. 10 years ago, you needed a
communication agency for everything: websites, press
releases, Google AdWords campaigns or brochures. Today,
customers who want to, can do it all on their own or in
"co-design" mode. This is a revolution because it calls into
question the "Agency-Client" relationship based on the
premise: "The client knows nothing. The agency knows
everything." The reality is that the client knows their
business much better than the agency. With talented
employees and software like WIX, Mailchimp, Hubspot or
Malt, customers who want to can internalize up to 100% of
their communication. Speed is the second driver of
change, not by choice but by obligation. To stay "up to
date" today, a business must be able to produce a lot of

content, update its website in real-time and respond to
most requests in less than an hour. Communication has
become a convenience and prices have dropped
dramatically. Finally, the impact plays a central role:
Google has allowed the whole world to shed an old
tradition in advertising which consisted of spending a lot
by measuring return on investment very roughly. Today,
every euro invested can be tracked in terms of acquiring
qualified contacts, visitors to a specific web page,
prospects who have filled out a form or customers who
have spent a specific amount. This is a paradigm shift the
depth of which many agencies do not understand:
agencies that do not adapt will often disappear.

How does an agency like 360Crossmedia cope
with these developments?
I often compare 360Crossmedia with a butcher shop. For
21 years we have been building the loyalty of people who
want to know what they are eating and who are reassured
by the fact that we eat the same meat. For 14 years, we
have sold websites created with complicated software
such as Dreamweaver or WordPress. The process was
long, expensive, and complicated. When Wix came of age,
around 2014, we adopted it for 360Crossmedia sites and
offered it to our customers for one-third the price of our
WordPress sites. We probably lost some money, but we
increased our trust capital, especially since all our
competitors swore that Wix was a hoax! Money saved by
our customers is often reinvested in other products:
magazines produced in three hours, www.360-box.com or
the implementation of a tool to facilitate the recruitment of
new employees. In fact, this is the irony of Luxembourg:
I think it is one of the few countries where it is more
difficult to find an employee than a client! And I find it very
interesting to see that 360Crossmedia has many
solutions that make it easier to recruit, onboard and train
staff. As a communication agency, this illustrates the
virtue of a model based on trust and not growth at all
costs: your customers guide the evolution of your
products.
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ASSOCIATION

ALAN DUNDON
L3A

A Rising Responsibly
for Real Assets
Regulation
MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/alandundon
www.l3a.lu

ALAN DUNDON, THE PRESIDENT OF THE LUXEMBOURG ALTERNATIVE ADMINISTRATORS
ASSOCIATION, SAYS REPRESENTING MEMBERS IN THE “REAL ASSETS” SECTOR AMONG
FUND AND CORPORATE SERVICES FIRMS HELPS L3A REFLECT A CROSS-SECTION OF
FINANCE INDUSTRY VIEWS ON HOW TO REACT TO CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
ARISING FROM CONTINUING CHANGES IN THE BUSINESS AND REGULATORY ENVIRONMENTS.
Can you describe L3A in a few words?

©360Crossmedia

“Traditional assets
including fixed income
and equity have struggled
to provide the long-term
returns that “real assets”
like private equity, real
estate, infrastructure and
private debt can offer.”
ALAN DUNDON,
PRESIDENT OF THE LUXEMBOURG ALTERNATIVE
ADMINISTRATORS ASSOCIATION
DUKE 17

The Luxembourg Alternative Administrators Association
(L3A) was established to support and promote the
interests of the Luxembourg fund and corporate services
sector. Our members include both independent service
providers and banks active in the administration of
alternative investment structures. It differs from other
organisations in the Luxembourg financial sector, such as
ALFI, LPEA or ABBL, in that it counts alternatives service
providers as its core members. As a result, we get a good
cross-section of views on how best to react to new
challenges and opportunities arising from the continuing
changes in our business and regulatory environments. L3A
has achieved a strong voice in organizations promoting
the Luxembourg financial marketplace including PROFIL
(the Luxembourg Financial Industry Federation), the
Chambre de Commerce and as a member of the Haut
Comité de la Place Financière.

What are your priorities as new President of L3A?
Because we have been communicating directly with our
members about reviewing and responding to change, L3A
has not been particularly visible in the market to date.
During my mandate, I intend to focus on increasing
external communication using channels including social
media. Changing our name (L3A was formally LIMSA) was

the first step in branding and increasing our visibility. We
have been fortunate to recruit Julie Lhardit with her
extensive experience in communications and project
management to accelerate our ambitions in this respect.
We will also focus on continuing to build our membership
base among both independent service providers and
banks by demonstrating we can be both relevant and
beneficial to our members.

What are the challenges and opportunities that
L3A’s members face and how is L3A helping them?
Traditional assets, including fixed income and equity, have
struggled to provide the long-term returns that “real
assets” like private equity, real estate, infrastructure and
private debt can offer. This has increased investor appetite
for these real assets among institutional investors and
large-scale family offices. L3A members thus have the
opportunity to contribute to the further success of
Luxembourg’s finance industry in its development of the
Duchy as “the” investment hub for real asset investments.
Challenges include the growing interest of institutional, as
well as, retail investors in real assets, making our industry
a focus of politicians and regulators. L3A can address the
concerns of regulators and the community by promoting
sensible and pragmatic application of new rules and
regulations.
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MARC HENGEN
ACA

Shared ESG
objectives
MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/marchengen
www.aca.lu

INTERVIEW WITH MARC HENGEN, MANAGING DIRECTOR OF THE LUXEMBOURG
ASSOCIATION OF INSURANCE AND REINSURANCE COMPANIES IN
LUXEMBOURG (ACA), ON THE IMPACT OF SFDR RULES AND THE ESG CHANGES
IT HAS BROUGHT TO THE SECTOR.

ACA is the professional association that brings together
and represents life, non-life and reinsurance companies,
established in Luxembourg since 1956. ACA's mission is
to protect and develop professional interests, to study
issues of interest to (re)insurers and to improve the
services offered to the public. ACA defends the
professional interests of its 151 members and organises
public relations activities to promote the Luxembourg
insurance and reinsurance sector. In short, ACA is the
voice of Luxembourg (re)insurance.

What impacts are ESG standards having on the
insurance sector?
Environmental, social and governance (ESG) criteria are
driven by the Paris Agreement on climate change and
subsequent European frameworks on sustainable
finance, including the European Green Deal. There are 3
key frameworks underpinning ESG standards. First, the
Sustainability Disclosure Regulation, the so-called SFDR,
which came into force on 10 March 2021, establishes
requirements for financial sector actors to disclose
ESG-related risks to clients at product and entity level.
Second, the proposed directive on Corporate
Sustainability Reporting has recently started the
legislative decision-making process. Once adopted, it will
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set out the reporting requirements for companies on
sustainability risks and climate change impacts. Third,
the taxonomy regulation is based on a scientific criterion
and establishes a common classification system to
which the two aforementioned frameworks must be
aligned.
While insurers will undoubtedly face increased costs for
regulatory compliance, we expect huge demand for ESG
products. This will stimulate innovation in our sector and
give local insurers the opportunity to take advantage of
Luxembourg's position as a financial centre for green
finance.

How is ACA supporting its members in this ESG
transformation?
ACA works with its members proactively to provide a
platform for exchanging views on best practice
implementation. We also engage with the regulator, the
CAA, and other bodies to systematically address
industry issues and points requiring clarification.
At the same time, we monitor new regulatory
developments and identify key industry issues in order to
put forward the views of Luxembourg (re)insurers.
Through these cumulative efforts, ACA does its best to
ensure that the Luxembourg (re)insurance sector is kept
abreast of key developments and their impacts.

“While insurers
will face increased
compliance costs,
we expect huge
demand for ESG
products.”
MARC HENGEN,

©DR

Please introduce the ACA in a few words

MANAGING DIRECTOR OF ACA
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JEAN DIEDERICH
APSI

The Future of “Money”:
Understanding traditional
“fiat” money, “Cryptocurrencies”, “Stablecoins”, digital “CBDCs”
MORE INFORMATION

IN THIS INTERVIEW, JEAN DIEDERICH, CHAIRMAN OF APSI AND MEMBER
OF DIGITAL EUROPE EXPLAINS FUNDAMENTAL NOTIONS RELATED
TO THE FUTURE OF MONEY.
Fiat vs digital currencies
The main idea behind the financial technology (FinTech)
revolution is that the Internet helps to create innovation
and disrupts fundamental aspects of society like “Money”
and Payments. Different visions for the future of money
have appeared in the last years and the COVID-19
shutdowns have accelerated a shift towards digital and
contactless payments, prioritising a digital vision of
money over physical cash. On one side the digital
currencies include “Crypto-currencies”, “Stable-coins”,
and “Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs)”, on the other
side, traditional “fiat” money is born since President
Nixon's decision to decouple the USD from Gold in 1971. A
system of national “fiat” currencies, issued by Central
Banks, is now used globally worldwide. In this context it’s
important to understand that the term “fiat” derives from
the Latin word “fiat”, meaning "it shall be" or "qu'il en soit
ainsi" or „So sei es“.
As a consequence, the value of “fiat” money, in a broad
sense, represents all kinds of money that are made legal
tender by a government’s Central Bank decree, called
“fiat”, and which is on the accounting balance of the
Central Bank, like it’s the case of the ECB, the FED, the
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BoE, the SZB, …. This has evolved in the second part of the
20th century, the development of computer technologies
allowed “fiat” money to become electronic as all money
transfers between central banks and commercial banks
are done in an electronic form. It’s important to
understand that the electronic money isn’t changing the
value of the “fiat” currency.
Since the appearance of the Bitcoin, a battle started
between public issuing of money and private issuing of
money, on one side “fiat” and “CBDCs” are or will be public
Central Bank issued currencies, where “Stable-coins” and
“Crypto-currencies” are private issued currencies, bringing
up a strategic discussion about who’ll issue money in the
future, or what’ll be the mix? In China the fight is probably
the most advanced. For the moment it’s very difficult to
predict what will happen from a political point of view in
Europe and the US. That’s why we just want to describe
here the different forms of money in a neutral form and not
predict what’ll be the outcome of the ongoing battles of
the future of “money” in the next years.
As we have already described what “fiat” money is, it’s
important to understand the different digital currencies in
competition.

©360crossmedia

www.duke.lu/jeandiederich
www.apsi.lu

Let’s start with the “Crypto-currency” form of money for
which a payment transaction can be cleared with no
trusted third party (like a Commercial or Central Bank,
standing between the payer and the payee). It’s digitally
designed using cryptographic to ensure that the payer has
the funds, and that each transaction is completed. The
most widely known “Crypto-currency” is Bitcoin.
For most “Crypto-currencies”, a transaction is a block in a
blockchain, which records that a “Crypto-currency”
amount was transferred from a payer to a payee. In some
blockchains or Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) other
digital elements can also be recorded, for example the
Ethereum blockchain can embed “smart contracts” that
take actions when specified conditions arrive.
In order to be part of the Bitcoin blockchain, a certain
technical knowledge is needed and if a participant loses
its private key, that person’s token can’t be accessed and
are lost. That’s why many service providers have emerged
(Exchanges) to enable participants to operate in a more
user-friendly account-based setup, some provide
“wallets” that store the private keys, some verify
participants’ identities, enabling to comply with AML/KYC
regulations.

It’s important to understand that a “Stable-coin” differs
from a “Crypto-currency” through the fact that it’s value is
linked to some other valuable asset, via matching to
reserves of that asset, such as “fiat” money (EUR, USD, …
in some cases it could be gold). For example, Tether is
“promising” that if a client gives it a USD, a EUR or a few
other assets, it will issue an equivalent value of Tether
“Stable-coin”, while holding the USD as a reserve. In this
context it’s also important to underline that most “Stablecoin” sponsors are unregulated. As a consequence, there
is a large space for fraud of the underlying management of
reserves. The most discussed “Stable-coin” was The
Facebook-led, called Libra, now known as Diem.
Concerning CBDCs, design decisions interact with each
other and are likely to influence the willingness of different
types of actors to use the CBDCs. As “fiat” money, they are
issued but a public Central Bank, as long as the national
money has value, there is no danger that the value of a
CBDC will go to zero. But as the CBDC’s value is locked to
the value of its national money, it will be affected by
inflation as “fiat”.
For the moment it’s very difficult to predict the future mix
of “CBDCs”, “Stable-coins” and “Crypto-currencies” and
how they are going to co-exist alongside with traditional
“fiat” currencies?
Two final considerations are important, but will not help to
predict the outcome of the ongoing competition in the
next years:
1. “CBDCs” are for the moment in a stadium of proof of
concepts and don’t exist. Central Banks are late in the
financial technology revolution, meaning “CBDCs” will
not be rolled out on a global basis before 5 to 7 years,
that’s a long journey, which means that the privately let
digital currencies still have a lot of time to go and impose
themselves and get more and more a buy in form the
citizens, who will stop this success?
2. As “CBDCs” initiatives are late, it’s most probable that
governments, authorities and Central Banks will start
battling against (following the example of China), and
trying to ban them or regulate them through financial
authorities, but will this be possible in the short term?
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“By adhering to
respect, equality and
the pursuit of mutual
benefits, our nations
have maintained
high-level exchanges
and cooperation.”

YANG XIAORONG
Ambassador of China

Exemplary
collaboration
between
countries of
such different
sizes

YANG XIAORONG,
AMBASSADOR OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
OF CHINA TO THE GRAND DUCHY
OF LUXEMBOURG

MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/yangXiaorong
www.lu.china-embassy.org

What objectives have you set for your mission
to Luxembourg?
As Chinese ambassador to Luxembourg, I have the
mission to promote friendship and cooperation between
China and Luxembourg. Our two countries established
diplomatic relations in 1972. Since then, adhering to
principles of respect, equality and the pursuit of mutual
benefit, our nations have maintained high-level exchanges
and cooperation in the political, economic, commercial,
cultural and educational fields. Together we have set an
example of mutually beneficial cooperation between two
countries of different sizes. Luxembourg is the 3rd largest
destination for Chinese investment in Europe, and China
holds the position of Luxembourg's 2nd economic partner
outside the EU. In the fight against the COVID-19
pandemic, our two peoples have helped each other,
and the "Air Silk Road" linking Zhengzhou in China and
Luxembourg has ensured the supply of a large quantity of
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YANG XIAORONG, AMBASSADOR
EXTRAORDINARY AND PLENIPOTENTIARY
OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA TO THE
GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG, TOLD US
ABOUT THE OBJECTIVES OF HER MANDATE, AND
THE OPPORTUNITIES OF SINO-LUXEMBOURG
AND SINO-EUROPEAN RELATIONS.

This will create unprecedented opportunities for
Luxembourg companies. I remain convinced that our two
countries have great potential for mutually beneficial
cooperation in the fight against the pandemic, the postCOVID economic recovery, the strengthening of the Air Silk
Road, green finance, cross-border e-commerce,
environmental protection, cultural exchanges, etc.

medical equipment. The Sino-Luxembourg friendship has
thus been further deepened. China considers Luxembourg
an important partner for cooperation in the EU, and is
committed to working together with Luxembourg to take
this warm cooperation to a new level.

What opportunities do you see between Luxembourg
and China, and this in both directions?
There are good prospects for Sino-Luxembourg
cooperation. Luxembourg is an important international
financial centre. Its know-how in the fields of steel, finance
and satellite management has reached an advanced level
compared to the rest of the world. China is celebrating the
100th anniversary of the Chinese Communist Party. It has
developed rapidly, and is now working to accelerate the
construction of a new growth model. In the next 15 years,
China's imports of goods and services will exceed
30 trillion US dollars and 10 trillion US dollars respectively.

What risks and opportunities do you see
in the China and Europe relationship
in the coming years?
Sino-European relations are facing new opportunities
as well as multiple challenges. China and Europe, as two
great global powers, need to strengthen their cooperation
in order to jointly address global challenges such as
climate change, pandemic prevention, global economic
recovery and maintaining multilateralism. Last year,
Sino-European cooperation made remarkable progress in
establishing two high-level dialogue mechanisms for
green and digital development. There was the finalisation
of negotiations on the China-EU investment agreement,
and implementation of the China-EU agreement on
geographical indication . Moselle wine, a famous
Luxembourg brand, is among the beneficiaries of the
treaty. The Sino-European collaboration, with its
complementary and shared benefits, is still much greater
than others. In order to jointly bring more certainty and
stability to this uncertain world, both sides must firmly
maintain their partnership, continuously strengthening
their dialogue and properly managing their differences.
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COVER STORY

TIMOTHÉ FUCHS

Fuchs Asset Management S.A.

Man vs Machine
MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/fuchs
www.fuchsgroup.com
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SINCE ITS INCEPTION FUCHS ASSET MANAGEMENT HAS PLACED PEOPLE AT THE
CENTER OF ITS BUSINESS. HOW DOES THE COMPANY COMBINE THIS APPROACH
WITH THE INEVITABLE ADOPTION OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES? AN INTERVIEW WITH
TIMOTHÉ FUCHS, CEO, BRITTA BORNEFF AND JEAN-JACQUES LAVA, DEPUTY CEOS
AND HERVÉ COUSSEMENT, MANAGING DIRECTOR.
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“We are passionate
about what we do
here, and it is proving
contagious.”

Timothé Fuchs:
Man vs
Machine

TIMOTHÉ FUCHS ,
FUCHS ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.

“Technology
continues to
develop humans
instead of
replacing them.”

What are the contributions of technology
in your industry?

How does a firm like Fuchs manage to keep people
at the heart of its model?
Since our creation, our model has been to put people at
the center and to seek profitability second. At a time when
most management companies are in the hands of private
equity companies, in constant search of profitability, our
model attracts clients and entrepreneurs who want a
personalized and tailored service. They look for a trusted
partner with strong proactivity. But above all, an alignment
of our common interests over the long term, as well as
organizational and managerial stability. This model
focused on our employees is not, moreover, philanthropy:
we have known for a long time that the quality of life
offered to our teams has a positive impact on the
performance of our firm! We were pioneers in this area and
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TIMOTHÉ FUCHS ,
FUCHS ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.

the Covid pandemic illustrated the resilience of our
approach: Fuchs Asset Management continued to serve
its clients diligently throughout the confinement. Providing
flexible working hours and the possibility of remote work
benefits all parties as our culture is built on strong
engagement and trust. In the meantime, the ESG trend is
popular with our model and motivates many candidates to
join our family-run company. We are passionate about
what we do, and it is proving contagious!

Is there a risk that humans will become a useless
class of people in the long run?
It all depends on the Man with the capital M. Machines ask
a lot of ethical or AI questions. These issues need to be
taken up by politicians to create an appropriate
framework. But it also depends on the individuals who
must ensure that they remain at the heart of the model.
In management companies the trend today is focused on
very high volumes with very low prices. This leads to “tick
the box” services for substance creation, reporting and so
on. Companies that adopt this approach no longer really
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They are numerous! Today some of the processes are so
complex and numerous that it is no longer possible to
meet regulatory obligations without automation.
Technology makes it possible to integrate thousands of
data in real time and inform our employees in the event of
anomalies. Employees also take advantage of the work
done by machines to obtain quality data and focus on high
value-added analytical work. Clients who want it, on the
other hand, easily access their portfolios to get a granular
view of their investments. Finally, for a company like ours,
machines improve the quality of life of our employees:
relieving them of the stress of boring tasks facilitates
well-controlled growth. In short, technology continues to
develop humans instead of replacing them. In the hedge
fund industry, where most operations are still carried out
manually, the room for technological progress is even
greater than in the liquid fund space.

do asset management. This creates a real opportunity for
a firm like ours, capable of providing a tailor-made service
based on strong expertise in asset management. In our
model, technology occupies an important, but not central,
position. For example, our clients can get automated
reporting, but many opt for regular appointments with
their advisor. Tech is a means, not an end. From the point
of view of our customers, the priority expressed is the
need for support and guidance to put in place effective
strategies and select the right providers in an extremely
complex world. No single technology provides this kind of
added value on its own. Experts are needed, preferably
those who are passionate about their profession!

From left to right: Timothé Fuchs, Britta Borneff, Jean-Jacques Lava, Hervé Coussement.
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NICCOLO POLLI
HSBC

Can Luxembourg
become “Singapore
West?”
MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/hsbc
www.hsbc.lu

“People looking for
internationalization
aren’t simply looking
for a family office.”
NICCOLO POLLI,
CEO OF HSBC LUXEMBOURG

AS WEALTH CREATION BLOSSOMS IN CHINA, NICCOLO POLLI, CEO OF HSBC LUXEMBOURG,
DISCUSSES HOW THE YOUNGER GENERATION OF ENTREPRENEURS IS INFLUENCING
TRADITIONAL CHINESE APPETITES TOWARDS GREATER DIVERSIFICATION ACROSS SECTOR
AND GEOGRAPHY AND LUXEMBOURG’S PROSPECTS OF BECOMING THE EUROPEAN
CHINESE FAMILY OFFICE HUB, MIRRORING SINGAPORE’S SUCCESS IN THAT ROLE IN ASIA.

We are witnessing an evolution of attitudes to wealth
management in China. The average age of the 626
billionaires in the country has fallen to 53 years old. The
older generation grew their wealth from the traditional
economy sectors like construction and real estate. They are
typically quite happy keeping most of their wealth in
physical assets within China. The next generation is more
open to the concept of cashing in their wealth and then
reinvesting it. They will also consider other ideas including
internationalization – creating and managing their wealth
beyond the borders of mainland China as a diversification
play. This creates more opportunities around family offices.

Steppingstones Via Singapore
There are two centers that attract those open to
diversification: obviously, there’s Hong Kong, which is right
across the border. But now there's a rapidly emerging
competitor, Singapore. People looking for
internationalization aren’t simply looking for a family office.
They want the whole ecosystem that accompanies that:
geography, fiscal treatment, stability and an investment
ecosystem that includes the lawyers and other investment
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professionals. When people in China think of Europe they
typically think of London or Switzerland neither of which is
in the EU which is not immediately understood. Luxembourg
could be their steppingstone into Europe, but the Duchy
must come up with a compelling proposition that can
compete to attract these types of clients.

Developing a Definition of Diversification
Other elements can be considered diversification including
estate planning, philanthropy, impact investing and ESG. In
the past, conversations with the Chinese about wills and
testaments wasn’t easy - they would think you were
cursing them! But intergenerational planning has become
acceptable following press reports of family feuds and
business breakups arising from failures to engage in estate
planning. Many considering their legacy following the rapid
growth in wealth over the past 10 or 20 years are
contributing through philanthropy or impact investing to
give back to the community without asking for anything in
return. China has recently committed to reducing its carbon
footprint to net-zero by 2060, so it is a conversation that
they are having. At present, it's probably only the top
echelon who are thinking about it but, again, they are who
we're targeting.
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Evolving: Chinese Attitudes to Internationalizing
Their Wealth
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FRÉDÉRIC PERARD & VAN TA
Suisse Tech Partners

The cloud
native
approach
MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/suissetechpartners
www.suissetechpartners.com
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WEALTH AND ASSET MANAGEMENT
FIRMS FACE A CHALLENGE TO
ENHANCE CONNECTIVITY AND
DIGITALIZE TO REMAIN COMPETITIVE.
HOWEVER, FRÉDÉRIC PERARD AND
VAN TA OF SUISSETECHPARTNERS
SEE THE CHALLENGE AS AN
OPPORTUNITY TO FOCUS ON
ORGANIZATIONS LIKE PRIVATE
EQUITY FIRMS AND FAMILY OFFICES
THAT ARE RECEPTIVE TO ADOPTING
DIGITAL SOLUTIONS.
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The cloud
native
approach

“We have a solution
which we think can
solve the current
technological
challenges faced by
many financial
institutions.”

What are the technological challenges of the
asset and wealth management industry?
The Wealth and the Asset management industries are
currently facing several key strategic challenges which we
could all connect one way or the other to the need to
become digital and to be in a position to adapt their
service offering to remain competitive and face new
entrants. The main complexities these institutions need to
solve are mainly around the capacity to manage and
protect efficiently a consistent set of data, to connect to
their end customers in a real time and digital way, to
process front to back a comprehensive list of financial
instruments and to report back the expected information
to customers, boards and regulators. Additionally Wealth
and Assets Managers need to be in a position to adapt
their product offering in a timely and cost effective way to
face the growing ESG inclination of investors or the
evolution of distribution models. Solutions to solve these
questions are shaping up and I would like to mention the
several emerging blockchain initiatives in the area of fund
distribution which could revolutionize the fund industry
and could be the future model to market open and closed
end funds to any segment of investors.

FRÉDÉRIC PERARD,
SUISSETECHPARTNERS

Van and I have known each other for more than 20 years
now since our working relation started with the
implementation of the fund accounting platform
Multifonds. We have had a client to provider relationship
for more than 10 years and we have then developed
mutual respect and a similar approach of the Fund
industry and its operational challenges leading to the
evolution of the software. We share as well the same
personal values which are respect, teamwork and
attention to people. We both like the capacity to develop
our activities in a structure where time to market, client
focus and creativity are essential. Hence when we got in
contact during spring 2021 and Van told me about her new
venture with the creation of Suissetechpartners and the
development of the PMplus software, it did not take long
to see the mutual interest in working together. Van had
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Why have you chosen to work together?

already taken the same approach in Asia, recruiting Simon
Collier to head our Asian development. The other key
factor for the decision has obviously been the PMplus
platform developed by Van which is already at a very
mature state of development and can be marketed to
various segments in the financial industry. PMplus is a
front to back multi-asset software built as a cloud-native
app based on unicode incorporating the best open source
components. PMplus has in our view the potential to be
one of the leading platforms to replace legacy applications
in many sectors.

How do you imagine the future of
Suissetechpartners?
Suissetechpartners is a Fintech company and a startup by
essence which means that we are less visible and have
limited resources compared to bigger technology firms,
but we have a solution which we think can solve the
current technological challenges faced by many financial
institutions. We are currently reviewing our go to market
strategy in order to make sure that we focus on the right
sectors where not only growth is important, but where the
buyers are ready to opt for digital solutions and where the

focus is on developing new service offerings. From that
point of view, Private Equity Firms and Family Offices offer
similarities. Asset managers also need to adapt their
distribution chain to the digital world and they represent a
good opportunity as well for Suissetechpartners. The very
rich functional coverage of PMplus and its cloud native
architecture allow us to shape the solution to the needs of
the prospects and to facilitate implementation. The fact
that we have a single database and we are accounting
based represents the Holy Grail to provide an end to end
cost efficient platform to our clients. Still, we are conscious
that we must further develop our platform to face the
leading platforms on the market and we are currently
benchmarking PMplus with experts to do so. This is a key
step to make sure that in addition to marketing and
communication, PMplus and Suissetechpartners will get
on the radar. Finally, our management team has
successfully developed business in major assets servicing
companies and our Founder has previously developed with
Multifonds the number one platform for fund accounting,
starting from scratch. We are currently recruiting the next
generation of leaders who are going to be in charge of
developing our firm over the longer term.
If we execute our plan accordingly, we see a great future
for Suissetechpartners.
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“Theoretically,
the machine can
do everything,
but humans must
remain at the heart
of the process.”

CHRISTOPHE PESSAULT
MEBS

Risk Management Increased
Requirements

CHRISTOPHE PESSAULT,
MEBS

MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/christophepessault2021
www.mebs.lu

How are risk issues in investment funds evolving?
We saw little regulatory change between 2011 and 2018,
i.e., since the implementation of the Circular 11/512 and the
AIFM Directive. The publication of the Circular 18/698 in
2018 foresaw increased requirements for risk
management. However, it was the publication of two new
circulars concerning liquidity risk management in 2019
and 2020 which changed the game by offering
management companies a certain challenge. Circular
20/752 published in 2020 focused on liquidity crisis
simulations. It was initiated by ESMA with an
implementation deadline set for September 30, 2020.
Luxembourg had chosen to go a step further by publishing
Circular 19/733 in 2019. This circular, which is based on the
non-binding recommendations of IOSCO, covers the
management of liquidity risks as a whole, i.e. from the
fund’s design phase to the contingency plans to be
implemented in case of liquidity issues. This circular also
requires these plans to be regularly tested, like the BCP
(Business Continuity Plan, editor's note) and the DRP
(Disaster Recovery Plan, editor's note) for IT. As a sign of
the increased monitoring from regulators on this subject, it
should be noted that ESMA launched a Common
Supervisory Action on liquidity risk management in 2020.
This action, that targets UCITS fund managers, resulted in
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issuance of two questionnaires, the first in February 2020
and the second in July 2020. In Luxembourg, 155
management companies completed the first questionnaire
and 51 completed the second one. In 2021, the findings
were published. In this regard, the CSSF asks management
companies managing UCITS funds to carry out a selfassessment of their liquidity risk management process in
the light of the conclusions issued and, of course, the
regulatory framework in force before December 31, 2021.

How are management companies adapting to
these new requirements?
The key to the problem lies, as often when it comes to risk
management, in the data, whether it is available or of good
quality, and the models used. If this remark is valid in
many areas relating to risk management, I believe it is
particularly true in the area of liquidity risk management.
Indeed, for certain asset classes - like stocks - we have
data and a relative consensus on how to determine the
actual liquidity of the security. For others - bonds for
example - it is much more difficult to obtain certain data,
such as trade volumes or reliable spreads. However, with
MiFID II and other initiatives, we have started to gain
access to qualitative data regarding trading volumes, but
it is still patchy. For these types of assets, management
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ACCORDING TO CHRISTOPHE PESSAULT, RISK MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST
AND MEMBER OF THE MEBS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, “THE PAST THREE
YEARS HAVE REALLY TRANSFORMED THE APPROACH TOWARDS RISK FOR
LUXEMBOURG-BASED MANAGEMENT COMPANIES." INTERVIEW.

companies often use liquidity scoring models, based on
criteria such as credit rating, maturity or duration. The
question therefore arises about the objectivity or the
subjectivity of the evaluation of the various criteria; of the
objectivity and of the subjectivity of the conversion key
between the liquidity score and the liquidation time of the
instrument. Finally, there is the question of the
construction of crisis scenarios and their interpretation.
However, in the regulations, the responsibility for
controlling the quality of the data underlying the models
and for validating the model itself rests with the
management company, which creates new risks for
management companies executives.

What trends do you see in the coming months?
I think that two subjects will remain at the top of the
agenda: digitalization as a support and help, and, therefore,
the role of machines in piloting models. Theoretically, the

machine can do everything, but humans must remain at
the heart of the process. It is not "the person versus the
machine," but rather "the person together with the
machine." You can compare this with a certain electric car
manufacturer: theoretically, its car can go from A to B on
its own, but in reality, the driver has to keep their hands on
the wheel. Even machine learning does not yet have the
maturity to be autonomously integrated into day-to-day
processes, at least at an affordable cost. It should be
noted that the CSSF places great emphasis on a
governance model defining limits, alerts and dealing with
these alerts in an efficient and documented manner in
which humans have their place. The second trend that I
have identified focuses on monitoring sustainability risks
in the broader sense. For example, how would one assess
the risk of a company with one or more factories located in
an area that may be flooded within the next three years
due to global warming? Or that of a company producing
products in defiance of current ESG rules? With COVID,
managers were also able to fully measure the impact of
supply chain risks and their economic consequences,
whether positive or negative. On these questions, we are
moving towards the reliance on rating-based systems like
those used for credit risk. While the ratings of the bestknown agencies converge at 99% in the assessment of
credit risk, a recent study by MIT shows that they actually
converge at less than 60% on average over questions
about sustainability depending on the data and the
models used. These questions, therefore, represent very
interesting challenges for the profession.
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CHRISTIAN GIBOT
Cardif Lux Vie

All the Ingredients for
a Tailor-Made Solution
MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/cardiflux
www.cardifluxvie.com

“We must be flexible
and agile while
guaranteeing a legal
framework and
irreproachable
security.”
CHRISTIAN GIBOT,
CEO OF CARDIF LUX VIE

Firstly safety: the regulations here provide sophisticated
guarantee mechanisms. Then, the regulatory framework
allows clients to implement their wealth and inheritance
planning in a personalized way. Finally, Luxembourg life
insurance offers a much wider range of investments than
those available in the various domestic markets, which is
key in terms of diversification. In the context of persistently
low interest rates limiting the attractiveness of
investments in general funds, Luxembourg life insurance
and our ability to assemble all the ingredients of a tailormade solution, within the framework of a contract, creates
a unique opportunity. With our clients, we start with a
blank page and structure (with them and their advisor) a
real response to their needs. As an insurer, we provide the
legal framework for life insurance contracts that are
recognized in many European countries. We also ensure
that each client has the implementation of his
personalized management (choice of manager, custodian
bank, the investment strategy or the underlying assets,
etc.), evolving throughout the relationship. Cardif Lux Vie is
thus positioning itself as a pan-European, unit-linked life
insurance platform, at the center of the wealth
management ecosystem.

How are the requirements of your partners
and customers changing?

"IF LUXEMBOURG LIFE INSURANCE FELL INTO STANDARDIZATION, IT WOULD
LOSE ITS REASON TO EXIST," EXPLAINS CHRISTIAN GIBOT, CEO OF CARDIF LUX
VIE. THANKS TO INCREASING DIGITALIZATION MAKING IT POSSIBLE TO FREE UP
TIME FOR SUPPORT, CONTRACTS ARE BEING DRAWN UP IN AN EVER MORE
COLLABORATIVE MANNER WITH ADVISORS HELPING TO ALIGN WITH A CLIENT’S
WEALTH AND INHERITANCE STRATEGY.
DUKE 17

Client goals are changing with an increasing appeal for
sophisticated financial assets. We must therefore adapt
and evolve to meet this new demand. For example, with
private equity funds where interest is growing, if we had
kept our acceptance guidelines defined ten years ago, we
would no longer be able to meet the new needs of our
clients. Overall, our solid legal, tax, actuarial and financial
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What main advantages does Luxembourg life
insurance offer? Why does a French or Italian
resident take out Luxembourg insurance?

expertise allows us to challenge our risk acceptance criteria
to make them evolve. Saying that we are transforming: we
respond well to new expectations with a very wide choice of
banks and managers; a fluidity of interactions between all
the players; more types of assets and adapted risk-taking.
These all fit well with our mission, which is to make
insurance more accessible. If Luxembourg life insurance fell
into standardization, it would lose its reason to exist. We
must be flexible and agile while ensuring a legal framework
and impeccable security.

How did you adapt your offer in a context where
digitalization is emerging?
The situation has changed, as have the expectations of
our customers and partners. At Cardif Lux Vie, we have
taken advantage of the unprecedented period of the past
two years to carry out major collective projects to improve
our quality of service, but also to simplify and sustainably
streamline the journey of our customers and partners. To
accelerate our transformation and bring the action closer
to decision-making, a team of employees have formed a
Digital Squad, working in "agile" mode since the start of
the year. We are therefore very proud to announce today
the deployment of a fully digital subscription process for
French residents with electronic signature Our platform
will be gradually enriched, starting with other financial
transactions, including withdrawals, then extended to
other geographic regions.
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CASE STUDY

making more informed decisions. People understand each
other better, and how the tasks and activities they perform
contribute to the wider business.
To better control upgrades and become more agile in taking
on new capabilities, we are working with SAP to extend its
down port capabilities to treasury, so we can adopt new
functionality without the need for a full upgrade.

Intensum

MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/intensum2021

S

anofi is dedicated to supporting people through
their health challenges. We are a global
biopharmaceutical company focused on human
health. We prevent illness with vaccines, provide
innovative treatments to fight pain and ease suffering. We
stand by the few who suffer from rare diseases and the
millions with long-term chronic conditions. With more than
100,000 people in 100 countries, Sanofi is transforming
scientific innovation into healthcare solutions around the
globe. Sanofi’s commitment to innovation extends not only
to its healthcare solutions, but also its internal processes. In
2017, Sanofi launched a flagship project to implement a
global ERP across the group and provide an integrated
platform to support its operational and strategic ambitions.
At the same time, Sanofi also launched a treasury
transformation programme. Isabelle Badoux, Sanofi’s Head
of Global Treasury Operations, Systems and Treasury
Transformation, describes the impact of this project on
treasury, and the factors that have driven its success.

Project Background
Sanofi has a sophisticated treasury function, but to keep
pace with our raising responsibilities and ambitions, there
was a need for our systems infrastructure to upgrade. This
upgrade would be driven by one need: developing one system
for multiple stakeholders, offering better and real-time
visibility on data, , better collaboration and better flexibility.
In 2017, the decision was made at group level to implement
a global instance of SAP ERP based on new S/4HANA
technology. This would allow us to rationalise treasury
processes and data and implement treasury best
practices based on SAP Treasury, fully integrated with
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finance. The project was initiated as a multi-year
programme, with a series of project phases. Treasury
processes were deployed alongside the ERP
implementation, starting in July 2018, and the full core
treasury solution was deployed in September 2020.

Adapting to the new reality
Given the timing, the treasury implementation was
inevitably challenged by the COVID-19 pandemic. We moved
to remote working just before we started on a training
programme to support user acceptance testing. Fortunately,
Sanofi was well-equipped to support remote working. We
quickly adapted to the new environment by setting up
smaller training sessions delivered via telecommunication
platforms. User acceptance testing was more difficult when
people could not work together as easily as they could
on-site, but we overcame this with detailed test scripts and
virtual support rooms, with people available online, all day,
throughout this period to help with user queries.
Our users did brilliantly by stepping up to the challenge of
taking on a new and unfamiliar system during remote
working, and we worked hard to provide them with the
support they needed. Whereas under normal
circumstances, people can experiment and explore how
they will use a new system, it was far more difficult to do
this in a remote working environment. This was a
tremendous challenge as we could not manage a parallel
run between our legacy treasury systems and SAP.

Leveraging the benefits of an integrated
technology environment
The experience of moving to a single ERP, which provides

Planning for the new future of work

Laurent De Buyser and Michael Diet.
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Implementing
a global platform
during a pandemic

both an integrated environment within and beyond treasury,
represents a major step change for our business, including:
Integration. By eliminating most of our ancillary systems,
we have reduced the number of interfaces, and became
directly integrated with finance.
Streamlining processes. Previously, processes such as a
cash and accounting reconciliation were separate, with
considerable scope for differences; today, this is a single
process based on the same core data.
Liquidity. Liquidity is far easier to manage, with timely,
accurate visibility over our current and forecast cash
position on a group basis.
FX exposure management. Under the legacy process, we
had to collate FX exposures from across the business
manually. We now have an aggregate position of exposures
across entities, with automated dealing to streamline FX
risk management. This is a considerable enhancement that
we are keen to extend further as additional entities migrate
to the new SAP platform.
Bank connectivity. This was an important priority for
Sanofi, considering the high daily volumes settled via
SWIFT. We have implemented direct SWIFT connectivity
through SAP via SWIFT Alliance Access (i.e., without the use
of a service bureau), enabling efficient, secure straightthrough-processing, whilst remaining bank and vendor
agnostic.

Adapting to change
Despite the benefits, it takes time to become accustomed
to a new user experience of operating on a single,
groupwide system in treasury. We are working far more
collaboratively, both within treasury teams and more
widely across the business.
We are also changing the way we communicate, with now a
single source of the truth accessible by all relevant users, so
we can spend our time discussing and analysing, and

Over the next two to three years, we will be migrating
Sanofi’s remaining entities onto SAP. We will also deploy
our core model to our consumer healthcare business,
providing it with the technology and resources so it can
operate as a standalone entity within the group.
Now that the core model is in place, future deployments
will be more straightforward and integral to the rollout of
the central ERP. This will allow treasury to revert to being a
small, agile team, focused on optimising the way we use
SAP to fulfil our specific cash, treasury, and risk
management responsibilities, and manage bank
relationships and connectivity.
As we look ahead, we are planning our future working
model, based on structured teleworking. We expect that
people will work remotely at least two days a week, so we
are prioritising a digitization and automation, as well as
cloud-based solutions to support this model.

Sharing experiences
Even while facing a global pandemic, our migration to SAP
has been an important success in treasury and the wider
business. There were several reasons for this success:
Dedicated project resourcing. Some treasuries plan their
technology implementation projects on the basis that their
treasury team will work part-time on the project alongside
their day-to-day responsibilities. In contrast, we set up a
dedicated project team, with the right skills and staffing.
This proved essential to manage the demands of the
project without impacting on our normal treasury business.
Embracing change and best practices. It can be tempting
to try and replicate existing processes and data structures
in their current form, rather than leveraging the capabilities
of a new system. This can be detrimental by attempting to
“force” the system to work in a way for which it is not
designed, while ignoring potential opportunities to improve
processes and adopt best practices.
Selecting the right implementation partner. While it was
our intention to retain project skills and experience inhouse, which we succeeded in doing, we also recognised
the value of engaging specialist expertise to support us. We
had a consulting partner working on the SAP migration at a
group level, but we also secured SAP specialist treasury
consultancy support, INTENSUM, which helped us to
overcome obstacles, challenge SAP and make the best use
of the treasury functionality provided in SAP.
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“We favor strong
collaboration and
we thrive to reuse
common tech
solutions.”

YANNICK HUCHARD
& GARY ROBERTS
ING

The Corporate
Architect Building
the Bank of
Tomorrow
MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/ing2021
www.ing.lu

FOR YANNICK HUCHARD AND GARY ROBERTS, THE
ING GROUP IS REFINING ITS GLOBAL STRATEGY
THANKS TO ITS STRONG ENGINEERING CULTURE
AND AGILE GOVERNANCE.

In a context of omnipresent and constantly evolving
digitalization, specific expertise on business
transformation is necessary. The distinction is based on
the framework itself: a business architect will develop a
specialty in one or more trades; the IT architect will focus
on ICT management. The corporate architect methodically
paves the future of the organization, offers lasting
strategic decisions focused on resilience to change and
ensures that the execution conforms to the "by design"
choices. They also define standards and best practices
- most of which come from industry and common
sense - to guide the firm in its strategies, particularly IT.
The business architect then helps to develop products,
services, processes and information systems, according
to the emerging needs of society.

How does the business architect intervene in the
bank's cloud approach?
Migrating a traditional infrastructure to a cloud provider
seems natural, even essential in teleworking mode. Like
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What is the role of the enterprise architect? How
does it differ from that of its IT counterpart?

From left to right: Yannick Huchard, Gary Roberts.

many banks, we have a hybrid architecture with virtualized
systems based on a hyper-converged infrastructure and
integrated with our mainframe. A complete migration of
banking IT remains complex and must be done
incrementally in order to maintain operational security and
resilience. The mission of the enterprise architect is to
support the changes in the business and IT structures in
place; to define the operational responsibilities; to describe
the framework for the management and processing of data;
to break down the security mechanisms and supervision; to
carry out the financial study, while also establishing the
“exit strategy.” It also involves discussing upstream and

working hand-in-hand with the CSSF making it possible to
develop qualified solutions. This is a win-win and lasting
partnership.

How does the corporate architect help build the
ING bank of tomorrow?
At the global level, our strength is based on an approach to
building business and technological platforms "As a Service"
as well as on a very strong engineering culture, of the
“Engineering Journey” type, like the “Customer Journey.” We,
therefore, work closely with other architects and squads
from other countries, applying the principle of “Build once,

consume everywhere.” As much as possible, we favor
strong collaboration and we thrive to reuse common tech
solutions. Of course, the agile practice advocates the
autonomy of entities and that of employees. Adopting a
“One Agile Way of Working” approach has made a large
part of our execution and our work together on a large scale
more fluid. Each architect is responsible for one or more
banking areas. This distributed governance, with decisionmaking power and federated responsibility, ensures
permanent communication both within the architecture
team and with stakeholders. Thus, this constitutes the best
operating model for our organization.
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GAËTAN VANDELOISE & ILIAS GEORGOPOULOS

Embracing the Changing Shape
of Office Demand: Immobel launches
their first fund with Credit Suisse
Luxembourg as one stop shop
MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/creditsuisse
www.immobelgroup.com

GAËTAN VANDELOISE, WHO MANAGES THE IMMOBEL BELUX OFFICE DEVELOPMENT FUND,
SAYS THE FUND IS ADAPTING TO THE ACCELERATION OF CHANGES AND TRENDS IN
BELGIUM’S AND LUXEMBOURG’S CONSTRUCTION ENVIRONMENT THAT HAVE BEEN WROUGHT
BY THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC INCLUDING THE DESIRE FOR MORE REMOTE WORKING AND THE
GROWING IMPERATIVE OF THE QUALITY OF LIVING.
ILIAS GEORGOPOULOS, CEO OF CREDIT SUISSE MULTICONCEPT FUND MANAGEMENT (MCFM)
SAYS THE RELATIONSHIP WITH IMMOBEL IS A PERFECT EXAMPLE OF HOW MCFM HELPS
SPECIALIST COMPANIES THRIVE IN THE FUND UNIVERSE.

“Credit Suisse in
Luxembourg are
committed to our
clients who
increasingly seek
the benefits of the
Luxembourg fund
marketplace.”
ILIAS GEORGOPOULOS,
CREDIT SUISSE

Ilias Georgopoulos

Gaëtan Vandeloise

Can you describe the new Immobel BeLux Office
Development Fund that you launched recently?
Gaëtan Vandeloise: The fund addresses the strong winds
of change affecting the ways in which people live and work,
and is seizing development opportunities to meet the
demand for modern offices from occupiers and investors
in the post-Covid-19 world. We see increased emphasis on
wellbeing and how the digital transformation is impacting
the work environment. New ways of working, including the
need for more connected and collaborative office spaces,
are driving the fund to develop modern office projects using
innovative and future-proof concepts. We have identified
this compelling industry opportunity in an environment of
resilient markets with strong fundamentals. Our experienced
team at Immobel, with its strong network of partners and
track record, can create an integrated business model that is
rising to the challenges of these new developments. The
fund will be serviced by Credit Suisse in Luxembourg with a
One-stop-shop offer for all AIFM and Fund Services. This set
up typically matches our partnership ideal.

What other trends are impacting the Office Real
Estate market?
Gaëtan Vandeloise: The function of the office is continuing
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to evolve accelerating the trends that emphasize the
importance of collaboration and innovation in increasing
employees’ productivity and sustainability. The urban
environment is transforming with people finding new ways
of living and working and the desire to build and use
“green” buildings that create the opportunity to deliver
“real estate as a service.” Key factors are shaping the
future of office demand: the benefits of no commute and
flexible working hours arising from working at home must
be balanced against the need for face-to-face interaction
among colleagues in the office space and the need for
centrally located urban centers well served with amenities.
Flexibility is becoming key to employee satisfaction.
Over the longer term, demand will gravitate towards
technology-heavy, smart-office buildings supporting
companies’ environmental, health and wellness initiatives.

How is Credit Suisse, MultiConcept Fund
Management SA (MCFM) adapting to the evolution
of its clients’ needs?
Ilias Georgopoulos: The Real Estate (RE) sector is one
where we see a lot of institutional investor demand and
new projects from sector specialists and global asset
managers. Credit Suisse is offering the complete suite of

services to Immobel’ s new RE fund, ranging from banking
and depository to fund administration and shareholder
register support, with complete Alternative Investment
Fund Management services that include Portfolio
Management... Credit Suisse in Luxembourg are
committed to our clients who increasingly seek the
benefits of the Luxembourg fund marketplace.

“The fund is seizing
development
opportunities to meet
the demand for modern
offices from occupiers
and investors in the
post-Covid-19 world.”
GAËTAN VANDELOISE,
IMMOBEL
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“The delegation
of the implementation
of this strategy to a
third party provider
is a strong alternative
to be assessed.”

JÉRÔME BERNODAT & LINDA LAMRI
BNP Paribas Securities Services

Implementing strategic
decisions: what are
the options?

JÉRÔME BERNODAT,
BNP PARIBAS SECURITIES SERVICES

MORE INFORMATION

WITH MORE THAN EUR 5 TRILLION ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT, LUXEMBOURG STANDS
OUT AS THE GLOBAL LEADER FOR CROSS-BORDER DISTRIBUTION. ACCELERATED DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION, BREXIT, THE SEARCH FOR MORE SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENTS AS WELL
AS CHANGES IN INVESTOR BEHAVIOURS ARE ALL ELEMENTS EXPECTED TO CONTINUE TO
RESHAPE THE FUND INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE IN THE COMING YEARS. INTERVIEW.
What is considered as “core business” for your
institutional clients?

full compliance on the other. There is no one-size-fits-all
strategy or magical formula when it comes to qualifying
what’s core and what is not, particularly in a fast-evolving
world. What’s core today might not be tomorrow. Regulatory
evolution and new trends such as ESG can influence the
asset management decision-making process to assess
what’s core and what is peripheral. The outsourcing strategy
of an Asset Manager working in a universal bank will have
little in common with that of a mid-tier independent Asset
Management firm. Whilst both will aim for decreased fees
and increased operational efficiency!

Linda Lamri: From our perspective, the most fundamental
tasks of an Asset Manager are two-fold: deploying the right
strategy – product, distribution, services - to attract
significant inflow on the one hand, and executing this
strategy with a focus on value creation, risk mitigation and

“Building strong
business partnerships
and offering first class
client experience as
well as state-of-theart reporting is the
new way to proceed.”
LINDA LAMRI,
BNP PARIBAS SECURITIES SERVICES
DUKE 17

Jérôme Bernodat
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www.duke.lu/bnpparibassecuritiesservices2021

Once “core business” is defined, how are
additional activities handled?

Linda Lamri

Linda Lamri: Fierce competition, profitability challenges and
growing regulatory constraints have accelerated the
outsourcing trend in the past years, both for UCITS and
Alternative funds. From our perspective, the secret of a
successful relationship between a provider and an asset
manager starts, as ever, with trust. The old “client-provider”
model is outdated: building strong business partnerships and
offering first class client experience as well as state-of-theart reporting is the new way to proceed. Selecting a provider
with scalability capabilities, a solid commitment to the market
and a strong investment roadmap can help Asset Managers
move from fixed to variable costs. Additionally, bundling Back
and Middle Office services with a single provider generally

results in enhanced and streamlined operational flows: our
Asset Manager/Clients can benefit from a faster delivery of
service and data as well as a simplified governance.

And… what about Front Office (FO)?
Jérôme Bernodat: Historically, the two main pillars of FO decision making and order execution - have been managed
directly by Asset Managers (AM). Today, we can see an
evolution in the order execution. Depending on size,
volumes, types of assets and geographic footprint,
delegation can become an alternative to help transform
fixed costs into variable costs while meeting all regulatory
obligations. A similar evolution is happening to lending
activities where a growing number of Asset Managers are
appointing an agent. More specifically, in the context of
international investments where underlying investments
are linked to FX components, currency management is a
topic for discussion. This is why outsourced automated FX
solutions are used extensively today. Another element to
consider is the FX risk generated by such investments: the
FX hedging strategy is part of the Asset Manager core
business, but the delegation of the implementation of this
strategy to a third party provider is a strong alternative, to
be assessed. Similarly, in cash management, the strategy is
fully driven by the Asset Managers, whilst the
implementation can be entrusted to their bank.
Producing accurate and timely regulatory reporting for
Clients is of paramount importance to relieve them from the
increasing regulatory duties they are facing. Additionally,
given the oversight responsibility remains with the Board of
Directors, strong monitoring tools and KPIs need to be
available to allow efficient control of outsourced activities.
It’s not about sending data, it’s about sending meaningful
information to help and support Clients.
To conclude, in a fast-evolving world, what’s core today
might not be tomorrow!”
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ANTONIO SEDINO
Ixellion

“Luxembourg offers the full
ecosystem of banks,
experts and infrastructures
that Ixellion needs to thrive.”

Why
We Chose
Luxembourg

ANTONIO SEDINO,
IXELLION

MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/antoniosedino
www.ixellion.com

CREATED IN 2016, IXELLION HAS GROWN
INTO A GROUP WITH ASSETS EXCEEDING
€2.2 BILLION. IN AN INTERVIEW, ANTONIO
SEDINO, IXELLION’S CEO, EXPLAINS WHY HE
IS RELOCATING IXELLION TO LUXEMBOURG.

We created Ixellion in 2016 with one goal: to nurture
industrial innovation in a fast-changing universe. We enable
the development of cutting-edge technologies and
innovative materials through a unique platform of knowhow, financing and networking. Our rapid growth allowed us
to develop into a group with assets of over €2.2 billion. We
focus on ambitious and sustainable industrial programs in
the transportation and construction sectors. These
programs are based on innovative nanostructured
materials and breakthrough technologies, from blueprint to
end of life. We have now started the next phase of our
growth with multiple acquisitions and a listing in sight. After
carefully studying all European jurisdictions, we concluded
that Luxembourg is the best place to operate from.

Why Luxembourg?
First, listing a company and preparing multiple mergers
and acquisitions requires a state-of-the-art financial
system. Luxembourg is an AAA country. It offers the full
ecosystem of banks, experts and infrastructures that
Ixellion needs to thrive. Moreover, we appreciate the way
the Luxembourg Stock Exchange is pioneering green
investments. Its principles are fully aligned with our vision
to facilitate the creation of sustainable industrial
ecosystems by bringing unexplored green solutions to the
challenges our world is facing. But innovation also takes
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From left to right : Marescotti Ruspoli, Antonio Sedino, Victoire de Margerie.

specialized agencies such as Luxinnovation and we are
planning to work closely with them and the University of
Luxembourg to accelerate several projects including
nanotechnologies, AI and Microsoft’s Azure blockchain, to
name a few.

Where do you see Ixellion in a few years?
We are planning to grow our team in Luxembourg to 50
people and we expect to grow our workforce to about
7,500 people distributed in several factories across Europe.
Our aim is to deliver long-term, profitable growth and value

creation based on four key pillars: acquisitions; organic
growth of our newly acquired subsidiaries; investment in
the development of revolutionary materials and
technologies and re-investment of excess cash flows in
both inorganic and organic growth initiatives. It would take
hours to explain to you the magic of what we already do
but let me give you a few examples: Ixellion owns knowhow for electric motor technologies which have a variety of
applications in the aeronautical and drone markets. Our
proprietary nanostructured, composite solutions include
high mechanical strength, reduced weight and volume, fire

and impact resistance and heat insulation. Ixellion believes
that waste management is a priority that must be tackled
by leveraging the most advanced technology while
respecting the environment. In the waste management
segment, we bought Ki Energy, an innovative start-up
envisioning the future of energy and waste made at small
plants close to waste producers serving a community of
energy consumers. All these projects are highly tangible.
They generate jobs and taxes. We are happy to have EY
Luxembourg working with us to establish our performance
in full transparency.
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Why are you relocating Ixellion to Luxembourg?
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AGNIESZKA ZAJAC
& ROBERT SCHARFE

Talent for
today and
tomorrow

“We aim to ensure the
dynamic development
of clients’ business and
the sustainability of
their companies.”

MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/odgersberndtson
www.odgersberndtson.com

ODGERS BERNDTSON LUXEMBOURG MANAGING
PARTNER AGNIESZKA ZAJAC AND FINANCIAL
PRACTICE CHAIR ROBERT SCHARFE ARGUE
THAT THE FUTURE OF A COMPANY IS SHAPED
BY DEFINING ITS PURPOSE FOR TODAY AND
TOMORROW, THEN BY ATTRACTING THE
INDIVIDUALS TO MAKE IT HAPPEN, WHEREVER
THEY MIGHT BE IN THE WORLD.
What role does Odgers Berndtson play in the
Luxembourg market?
Agnieszka Zajac (AZ): Odgers Berndtson is a global player in
top-level recruitment with 50 years of experience, 1000
employees and 71 offices in 35 countries. We are consistently
ranked among the top 10 global executive search firms. I chose
to join Odgers Berndtson in order to share the knowledge and
trends of tomorrow's job market to Luxembourg and to broaden
access to rare talent, wherever people might be in the world.
Robert Scharfe (RS): The Luxembourg firm specialises in
identifying, recruiting and supporting the development of highly
talented individuals in key sectors of the Luxembourg
economic, financial and institutional ecosystem. We have
a strong foothold with our expertise and deep understanding
of the local market with its international dimension, and aim
to ensure the dynamic development of our clients’ business
and the sustainability of their companies.

How would you analyse the challenges facing
business leaders today?
RS: The business world is one of unparalleled complexity today
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ROBERT SCHARFE,
CHAIR, FINANCIAL PRACTICE,
ODGERS BERNDTSON LUXEMBOURG

“We work with
company boards and
executive committees
to leave a legacy for
future generations.”
AGNIESZKA ZAJAC,
MANAGING PARTNER,
ODGERS BERNDTSON LUXEMBOURG
and requires increasingly sophisticated skills and capabilities on
the part of managers. Regardless of the sector, the challenges
and opportunities presented by digitalisation and sustainability,
to name just two, require substantial investment by companies
and their leaders. The result is a hunt for under-resourced talent

©360Crossmedia/D.E.

Odgers Berndtson

and a surge in the financial packages they can command.
AZ: Our daily work is to help board and executives, and we work
with them to leave a legacy for future generations. The biggest
challenges are ESG, whose facets range from diversity, ethics
and inclusion along with the ability to find the right leaders, with
competencies and forward thinking attitude to implement the
course decided by the board. Other key issues are digital
transformation and succession planning. For example, we are
putting in place practical schemes to help women fulfil their
potential of leaders while striking the right balance between
their professional and private lives. This benefits the company,
the employee and the society at large.

How do you help companies create the leadership
of tomorrow?
AZ: The future is prepared by clearly defining the company's
purpose today and visualising the path it wants to take
tomorrow. This helps clarify medium- and long-term needs,
and attract the right people, with not only the skills but the
values and beliefs needed to move the company forward.
Global businesses such as Unilever and Walmart, or domestic
ones such as the Luxembourg Stock Exchange or Post, have
defined clearly the objectives and governance that will guide
their growth in the months and years to come. This approach
opens the door to much more diverse, value- and future-driven
recruitments, both internally and externally. Many companies
ask us to provide this type of support.
RS: We act as a partner to companies in succession planning
and therefore in the assessment and management of the skills
of existing executives, particularly those with high potential, but
also in identifying and recruiting new leaders in order to
strengthen the company’s existing skills.
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NICOLAS BUCK
SEǪVOIA

Conquering the
data challenge
by stepping away

“You need to step
away from specific
business applications
or projects.”
NICOLAS BUCK,
CEO OF SEǪVOIA

MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/nicolasbuck
www.seqvoia.com

“CONVENTIONAL WISDOM SAYS COMPANIES
HAVE TO ADAPT AND SURVIVE BY
TRANSFORMING INTO DATA-DRIVEN
ORGANISATIONS, YET I BELIEVE THAT BEFORE
ANY SUCH JOURNEY IT IS CRUCIAL TO
ESTABLISH A COMMON UNDERSTANDING OF
(THIS) DATA MEANS…” SAYS NICOLAS BUCK,
WHO IS BACK AS FULL-TIME CEO OF SEQVOIA
WITH A MISSION TO HELP COMPANIES
INCREASE THE KNOWLEDGE AND MEANING
THEY CAN EXTRACT FROM THEIR DATA.

Having helped companies with their regulatory reporting
for many years, we are fully aware of how much time
people spend on preparing the information. Why does this
take so long? In most cases, access to data is difficult.
Companies have their data structured in silos, based on
what function it needs to serve. Everywhere, you find data
gatekeepers. For example, even if an insurance company
can tell you, in one click, how many male clients they have
between the ages of 30 and 40, they might struggle to
immediately tell you how many of them drive a white car.
We know that getting meaningful data to the right people
at the right time can be done much more simply. Our
mission is to break up the silos and ensure that data is
readily available throughout the entire organisation. We
make that possible by improving access to data and
giving it real meaning that highlights the relationships
between data points.
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Which solution is Seqvoia focusing on?

Why do you think so many companies have
difficulties with their digital transformation
strategies?
You can’t just decree digital transformation! It ultimately
pertains to a shift in mindset. Apart from requiring time and
resources it necessitates a “desired-state vision.” You need
to step away from specific business applications or projects.
I love the concept of ontology, which studies our
representation of reality and whose ideas can be leveraged
in this specific setting. You need to examine your current

ontology: examining all the elements that compose your
current reality and how they all fit together, regardless of any
business application. Only then can you start to digitalise.

What should we expect to see from Seqvoia
in the near future?
I approach it as a journey. It is an ambitious new
technology aimed at solving old, universal issues in a
completely new way. We have been working on it for
years. Some companies take the approach that most

challenges can be solved quickly with a few lines of codes
and a team based around the world. At Seqvoia, we don’t
work like that. We understand that you need to invest an
incredible amount of time to make a new technology meet
your specific needs. I believe this is the basis of our
success: we work relentlessly to get things right the first
instance. I decided to come back full-time to Seqvoia in
2020 because I truly believe that we have developed a
cutting-edge solution. It’s a very exciting period and I
enjoy every minute of it.
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CHARLES-ALEXANDRE HOUILLON
ZEDRA

Do More.
Achieve More
MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/charlesalexandrehouillon
www.zedra.com

THE DIRECTOR - ALTERNATIVE FUNDS
MANAGEMENT OF THE GLOBAL BOUTIQUE
FOR ALTERNATIVE FUNDS IN LUXEMBOURG
LISTS THE CURRENT TRENDS AND
CHALLENGES IN THE SECTOR, AND EXPLAINS
WHY RESPONSIVE AND PROACTIVE
SOLUTIONS, AS WELL AS PROXIMITY
TO CLIENT ARE KEY TODAY.

“Innovation is also
about having a true
discourse with
customers: “Do what
you say and say what
you do”; This is what
our clientsexpec.”
CHARLES-ALEXANDRE HOUILLON,
ZEDRA

Interest rates are extremely low. Traditional savings,
deposits, money and bond markets no longer pay off. This
current low yield/interest rate environment is favoring less
liquid investment strategies, mainly driven by private equity,
real estate, and venture capital. We see a growing appetite
from traditional and new investors for asset managers with
ESG strategies. In other countries, we note regular demands
for strategies around cryptocurrencies, which respond to a
need for novelty from investors. In Luxembourg, we also
observe a real explosion in terms of alternative funds, both
in number and value. Furthermore, asset managers of
unregulated structures are also striving to set-up stable
structures in the Grand-Duchy. In terms of services, current
trends are ESG data reporting, AML/KYC on investments
and the digitization of the client relation. This facilitates and
streamlines the work and exchanges between all the actors,
for the benefit of our customer.

How is ZEDRA adapting in this context?
ZEDRA is favorable to any new strategic acquisition , that
will strengthen our team and capacity to deliver to our
clients. We recently acquired BIL Fund & Corporate
Services*, to increase our footprint in the fund area. This
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What are the current trends in AIternative Funds
Management industry?

will allow us to deal with both liquid and alternative funds
whilst allowing more agility to deliver responsive and
proactive solutions and proximity to our clients with
dedicated teams. Clients expect us to simplify their lives
and the life of their funds. This acquisition will broaden our
expertise and ability to face complex demands, allowing
us to partner with clients as they grow.
To support the growing trend of AIFs managed by AIFMs,
we are setting up our own ZEDRA ManCo. This will enable
us to cater for smaller promoters that might fall out of the
appetite of the bigger players on the-market. ZEDRA

believes there is a limit on the scalability in the alternative
fund space; every client needs a solution for their specific
investment strategy.

Which challenges and opportunities do you identify?
In terms of challenges , the unstopping trend for
compliance – AML-KYC on investments and more
generally – drives to greater complexity in governance.
The main opportunity is led by innovation: our size allows
us to identify the right solutions and implement them. For
that, new technologies help us to gain efficiency and stay

competitive. Innovation is also about having a true
discourse with customers: “Do what you say and say
what you do”; this is what our clients expect. Sustainable
finance is becoming a real opportunity for Luxembourg,
as the fund industry faces an increasing demand for ESG/
sustainable investments products. Therefore, from an
AIFM perspective, many players still have a great work
ahead, to adapt and comply with new disclosure
regulations and to get processes in place.
(*) subject to regulatory approval
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JEAN ELIA & FREDERIC RUAZ
SOGELIFE

MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/sogelife2021
www.sogelife.com

JEAN ELIA AND FREDERIC RUAZ, RESPECTIVELY CEO AND DIRECTOR OF
MARKETING, COMMUNICATION & INNOVATION AT SOGELIFE, LOOK BACK ON 25
YEARS OF GROWTH THAT HAVE MADE THE FIRM A KEY PLAYER IN LUXEMBOURG.
THEY SEE A FUTURE WITH STRONG INVESTMENT IN ESG, CONTINUALLY
IMPROVING CUSTOMER AND EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE.
What progress has SOGELIFE made with
digitalisation?
Jean Elia: We have implemented several digitalisation
projects, in particular working to improve our customer
experience and operational efficiency. For the former we
recently launched our "Track & Trace" platform, which
offers our partners a real-time view of the application
acceptance workflow. This allows them to identify and
remedy any blockages, such as adding missing
information. We have also launched a B2C platform,
offering clients the ability to consult their investments and
policy statements at any time. As a result, they can have
their general questions answered quickly and easily, yet
still be able to consult their advisor for more complex or
specific questions. This is a real differentiating tool for
SOGELIFE, since these portals are rarely used in our
industry that addresses HNW and UHNWI. Furthermore,
we carried out a complete overhaul of our underwriting
documents, using design-thinking methodology, in
conjunction with our partners. As well as the design
review, this overhaul enabled us to reduce the number of
application pages and signatures required, to eliminate the
need for initials on documents and, above all, to
implement a 100% digital underwriting process, most
notably with electronic signatures.
In terms of operational efficiency, we have deployed a
platform enabling us to connect directly with our
custodian banks, thus optimising the management of
information flows, particularly financial data. Also, we are
in the process of finalising the digitalisation of all financial
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management activities. On top of all this, we carried out a
project on what we call “single acceptance”, which aims to
reduce the number of interactions and contacts at the
time of application. In addition to improving the customer
and partner experience, all these projects contribute to
enhancing our employee experience and add value to their
jobs.

What are the characteristics of your product
SOGELIFE POSITIVE IMPACT?
Frederic Ruaz: Our business consists of preserving and
passing on inheritance, whether financial or patrimonial,
and SOGELIFE POSITIVE IMPACT embodies the concrete
expression of one of the key pillars of our CSR strategy:
promoting positive impact solutions. It is based on the
values of the Société Générale Group, but also those
specific to SOGELIFE. When investing, many clients
nowadays express the desire to achieve a "double bottom
line", i.e. to combine returns based on their convictions and
performance. A recent study has shown that
environmental, social and governance (ESG) funds have
outperformed traditional products in Europe in the first
quarter of 2021. Our product gives our clients access to a
100% unit-linked investment, which is also 100% SRI
(socially responsible investment), built on principles that
are fully transparent. With the underlying funds all labelled
by LuxFlag or similar SRI labelling organisations, or having
an excellent rating according to more than 400 evaluation
Environment, Social and Governance criteria. These funds
perform in the same way as traditional funds, but often

allow for more resilience and their themes are directly
related to the UN's sustainable development objectives.
This product is fully in line with our CSR strategy to
strengthen our positioning as a more responsible insurer,
investor and employer. More recently, this strategy was
rewarded with the ESG label of INDR and “Responsible
Europe”.

This year, SOGELIFE is celebrating its 25th
anniversary. What major milestones have marked
these two and a half decades?
Jean Elia: 25 years ago, SOGELIFE was a small
organisation, and even in 2010 we only worked with a
limited number of partners. Since then, we have developed
our open architecture business model and our network of
partnerships. In 2015, we launched our business mix
transformation plan, responding market developments
and our future ambitions. As a result we have seen a
considerable increase in the proportion of unit linked fund
in our assets under management and our premiums.
The programme is based on three pillars: our innovative
unit-linked offering, the quality of our services and our
value proposition. It has been a very successful
programme so far, as our unit-linked assets have more
than tripled since 2015. In 2019, we surpassed the €10
billion mark in assets under management; today this total
exceeds €13 billion. We now serve nine countries in Europe
and have become a major player in the market. We are
very proud of this, but we remain pragmatic and humble.
Our strength is how we combine the advantages of a
company that works on a human scale, with the support
of a large group. We remain very agile in our way of
working and we favour diversity, but above all we prize
individuality. Nonetheless, our transformation work is
ongoing and we will continue to improve the experience of
our partners and clients thanks to our key asset: Our
people. Today, SOGELIFE has nearly 140 employees.
Frederic Ruaz: The next 25 years will allow us to deepen
this process of co-construction with our partners in order
to offer an ever more pleasant experience to our common
clients. It is highly important for us to recognise their trust
and loyalty, and to come together to celebrate the past 25
years while looking forward with them to the future world
of life and savings insurance.

“Our transformation
work is ongoing,
and we will continue
to improve the
experience for our
partners and clients
thanks to our key
asset, our people.”
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Building tomorrow's
life insurance together
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STEPHANE BELLAC & KEVIN BARBANT
BearingPoint

Improving private
banking groups’
investment value chain

Kevin Barbant.

MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/bearingpoint2021
www.bearingpoint.com/en-lu/

Stéphane Bellac.

What is the investment value chain for a private
banking group?
We have defined three main pillars in the investment value
chain: selection, construction and management. The
selection pillar is where you decide whether you are
offering discretionary portfolio management and/or
advisory. This is also where you structure the investment
universe dedicated to each type of investment, or globally
for all investments. Finally, you must define the
governance and structure - whether you manage the
investment value chain at group or branch level, for
example. The second pillar – construction- is where you
built the structure: investment strategy, asset allocation,
regulatory framework and so on. The final pillar,
management, involves defining the life cycle of the assets,
from analysis to simulation, rebalancing and reporting,
which is a key takeaway from the survey – very few banks
have dedicated automatised reporting.

What can banks do today to manage risks and
generate opportunities in this field?

©360crossmedia

The aim of the survey was to benchmark European private
banking groups in several jurisdictions across Europe. We
have learnt that very often, banks have not aligned all their
entities regarding process automation and centralisation,
and the IT landscape. Others have built aligned models for
each hub or geographical area, but none have managed it
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at a global level. However, they agree that aligning all
group entities in terms of automation, centralisation and IT
systems is a much more efficient way to work and a better
way to serve the client. Once the alignment has been
carried out, bank’s opportunity relies in their ability to find
the right level of local flavour in the way they automate the
processes. When working with a single universe, you can
be sure of selecting the right product for your client in the
system. Regarding construction, everything is on the shelf:
for example, if a client is based in Luxembourg, with assets
in Switzerland and investment in France, you will certainly
already have a portfolio that works for them. Finally, using
the same tools for management allows everyone to avoid
e-mails and spreadsheets, since all information is already
in the system - saving precious time and reducing costs.

What is the first step for a private banking group
to improve its investment value chain?
There are two ways to approach implementation, of which
the first is to simply look for synergies in the system. For
this, you can use a bottom-up approach, checking the
level of alignment and convergence of your system across
all locations, aligning processes and adjusting governance.
From this new organisation, you can rethink your offering
to improve client satisfaction and your profitability. A
second approach can start from the client’s perspective,
with a rationalisation of the client offering before
addressing the system.
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BEARINGPOINT’S STEPHANE BELLAC AND KEVIN BARBANT, AUTHORS OF THE WHITE
PAPER INVESTMENT OPERATING MODEL IN WEALTH MANAGEMENT, SAY PRIVATE
BANKING GROUPS IN EUROPE CONTINUE TO STRUGGLE TO ALIGN PROCESS
AUTOMATION, CENTRALISATION AND IT SYSTEMS, DESPITE AGREEING ON THE
POTENTIAL EFFICIENCY GAINS. INTERVIEW.

“All stakeholders agree
that aligning all group
entities in terms of
automation,
centralisation and IT
systems is much more
efficient.”
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JAN-STIG RASMUSSEN
INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR

Board responsibilities
in the digital age
MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/janstigrasmussen
www.rasmussen.lu

“You are only truly
independent if you
can afford to turn
mandates down.”
JAN-STIG RASMUSSEN,
INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR

JAN-STIG RASMUSSEN SAYS THE JOB OF AN INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR IN THE
FUND INDUSTRY IS BECOMING EVER MORE PROFESSIONAL, AND THE INCREASED
RESPONSIBILITY, FROM AML AND THE SFDR TO OVERSEEING DIGITAL STRATEGY,
MEANS BOARD MANDATES SHOULD NOT BE ACCEPTED LIGHTLY.

I am very enthusiastic about them for two main reasons.
First, I have an entrepreneurial mindset – I like new
things. Secondly, I have already witnessed at first hand
how digitalisation can transform the financial industry.
When I arrived in Luxembourg in 1987, we did not have
computers. There was telex, then the fax, but most of
the job was done by phone. All clients were on
microfiches. The introduction of computers in 1988
enabled us to use a contact database and send
personalised newsletters. We started organising
seminars around the world. We published the first home
page for funds, turning them into a commodity! It was a
revolution. We are witnessing a similar giant leap right
now. Fund distribution is about to change a lot: the MiFID
rules makes it hard for small companies to distribute
their funds internationally. I believe approaching
investors directly and digitally will be the next big trend.
In the past, you needed printed documentation and to
travel a lot to build a distribution network. Today it is
much easier to make yourself look good on the internet.
You can create an attractive web site, advertise with
Google and use powerful tools such as LinkedIn.
Automated translation makes it even more powerful,
and less expensive.

What other changes are taking place?
For independent directors like me, regulatory changes put
a heavy burden of responsibility on boards. The CSSF’s
18/698 and subsequent circulars have put the boards of
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How do you feel about the changes brought
by digitalisation?

management companies into the firing line. The regulator
has started handing out fines, naming and shaming firms
and individuals, which puts a different perspective on
being a director. The days when it was a matter of where
you put the rubber stamp is over. Money laundering is a
heavy responsibility, and so is the SFDR. There are so
many requirements that the boards need to ensure that
we comply with. Because of this, independent directors
like myself need to be very careful when they accept a
mandate. For example, I would not accept a board position
for a self-managed fund, where a small board faces the
same requirements as a management company. Being
small is not bad in itself, but you have to be serious! There
are often too many things missing in such structures. The
independent directors most at risk are those that really
need mandates, which can affect their judgement. You are

only truly independent if you can afford to turn mandates
down.

How do you see the role of independent directors
evolving?
Independent directors nowadays cannot lean back. They
can be quiet, but they need to understand what’s going on
because their responsibility is engaged. When I started a
few years ago, I was organising five lunches per week for a
year. This, combined with solid training from ILA, law firms,
the Big Four firms and Insead, has enabled me to keep up
with all the regulation while developing my network. It’s
vital to follow the trends and how the world in changing so
that you can adapt with them. Our industry is entering an
ultra-professional phase. The days when independent
directorships were a pre-retirement scheme are long gone.
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PHILIPPE RENARD
RBC I&TS

MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/philipperenard
www.rbcits.com

A CHEMICAL ENGINEER BY TRAINING, PHILIPPE RENARD THEN MOVED INTO THE
BACK OFFICE, THEN INTO RISK AS A CRO BEFORE BECOMING CEO OF RBC I&TS. AN
ATYPICAL CAREER GUIDED BY AN UNQUENCHABLE THIRST FOR LEARNING.
What goals did you set yourself when you were
appointed CEO?
I arrived at a pivotal moment. We are coming out of 10
years of growth, but we are at a turning point, where asset
managers and asset servicers are now under pressure due
to digitization of our industry and cost pressure increases.
We are not immune to this trend. Our clients are asking us
to become more efficient to help them to be more efficient
in turn. To do this, we have three main options. Firstly,
operational efficiency by automating processes and
digitizing interactions with clients. Secondly,
organisational design, which allows us to define which of
our locations are the most appropriate for each activity,
taking into account language, cultural compatibility and
the ability to support our customers. And finally, the
customer experience, which includes themes such as
supervision, opening of investor accounts, support in the
launch of new products, relationship management, etc.
This all allows us to differentiate ourselves from the
competition.

What role does data play in your strategy?
In a word: central. RBCI&TS serves one-third of the
Luxembourg alternative funds market and is the second
largest transfer agent for Luxembourg UCITS funds, far
ahead of the competition. Our vision is to offer endcustomers of funds and distributors the serviceexperience they demand, with easy, direct access to their
data online. A second dimension focuses on data
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management. Some asset managers want dashboards to
be able to better visualise different indicators and make
better informed decisions, allowing them to focus on what
is important. Others ask us to compare their data with
public information to create benchmarks to help improve
performance or make decisions about future products country of launch, type of product... The more
sophisticated clients want 'data intimacy', i.e. a very strong
integration of our respective systems, which thus allows
them to access their data directly in real time, enabling
them to use their own tools to perform analysis. This last
point creates enormous added value by facilitating very
strong and regular relationships that ultimately guide our
own local, regional and global strategy. To meet these
challenges, we rely on our experts and sometimes partner
with fintechs. For example, we recently announced that we
are using the cutting-edge analytical technology provided
by BestX to launch our Transaction Cost Analysis (TCA)
service for our Currency Overlay Services (COS) clients.
This will provide RBC I&TS COS clients with independent
reports to monitor and evaluate the quality of execution of
their currency hedging transactions.

How do you see your industry changing in the
coming years?
I see three main trends. Firstly, alternative investments,
which are growing at 8% according to Boston Consulting
Group, four times the 2% growth rate of UCITS. As RBC
I&TS has a very strong footprint in this segment, we are

“Our clients
want data
intimacy.”
PHILIPPE RENARD,
CEO, RBC I&TS

©360Crossmedia/G.N.

Sublime
intimate data

making it a priority in our strategy. Then there is the digital
factor, which allows us to increase efficiency while
controlling costs. But there is still a long way to go! Take
Swift messages, for example, which added considerably to
automation in financial services in the 1980s. The
structure of the messages is fixed and is still based on the
need to work with constraints that were solved decades
ago. In particular I am thinking of the old challenges of the
cost of the CPU and the difficulty of extracting data from
databases that limited the number of data fields to less
than 50. Today, customers want to have more richness in
their interactions, with up to 200 possible data fields with
options to change the structure at will. New technologies
are setting new standards for efficient and focused
communication between different actors, allowing us all to
focus on the essentials. The third and final trend is the
need for reskilling and upskilling to support the
transformation of the industry in a difficult cost
management environment. Traditional managed funds are
struggling to justify their entry fees given their

performance compared to a simple tracker, and this
explains much of the pressure on costs and the sharp
increase in investments in passive ETFs or alternatives. In
the ETF space, early movers such as Vanguard and
Blackrock are doing well, but asset servicers are facing a
need for huge volumes to compensate for tiny margins.
Add to this, low interest rates and little visibility on short or
medium term growth. McKinsey estimates that a third of
the world's banks have profitability of less than 2%. All
these factors require a great deal of pragmatism on the
part of governments and the regulators, who must
facilitate the transformation of the population's skills. This
is a global challenge, but I am an ambassador for this
culture of positive change. A chemical engineer by training,
I moved into the back office, then into risk management
and operational risk, and now I am CEO. The common
thread in my career has always been to question myself
and dare to learn. This approach allows me to face the
future with confidence. We have everything we need to
meet the challenges of the future.
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THOMAS KLEIN

QUINTET PRIVATE BANK

Banking Service
Made In Luxembourg
MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/quintet
www.quintet.com

THOMAS KLEIN JOINED
QUINTET PRIVATE BANK
AT THE END OF LAST YEAR
AS GROUP HEAD OF ASSET
SERVICING EUROPE.
BASED IN LUXEMBOURG.
HE DESCRIBES HIS TEAM'S
AMBITIONS AND THE
REASONS THAT LED
QUINTET TO PARTICIPATE
IN THE FARAD FINANCE
FORUM 2021.

Servicing & Financial Intermediaries (FIM) is one of the
pillars of Quintet, which was founded in the Grand Duchy
in 1949 and operates in 50 cities across Europe, staffed
by 2,000 professionals. Based in Luxembourg, I serve at
Quintet Europe, which encompasses all of our European
Union-based branches, allowing clients to benefit from a
one-bank approach.
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Can you tell me about your team and service
offering?

Thomas, you joined Quintet Private Bank late last
year as Group Head of Asset Servicing, Europe,
based in Luxembourg. Can you provide an
overview of what you do?
I lead a dedicated team focused on growing Quintet’s
book of institutional and sophisticated private investors
– including family offices, investment funds, corporates
and private investment companies – that require global
custody and execution services. We also offer assetservicing capabilities to wealthy individuals and families,
working in close collaboration with our colleagues in
Wealth Management to service relevant clients
holistically, always reflecting their specific needs. Asset
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Within Asset Servicing & FIM, our Business Development
team is the first point of contact for our future clients,
with its desks of multilingual, highly experienced
specialists who have in-depth knowledge of client
needs, whether the client is a financial intermediary,
external asset manager, fund initiator, bank or insurer.
We provide small and medium-sized banks with access
to financial markets, financial intermediation and global
custody services. We offer the full range of custody
services for all asset classes including alternative
assets. In addition to this, we have recognized
excellence in third-party funds execution and precious
metals safekeeping. Across Quintet Europe, we leverage
the strength of the group to develop solutions for such
clients. That includes state-of-the-art digital
onboarding tools and digital brokerage solutions, as well
as ongoing expansion in private assets custody
solutions.

Why was it important for Quintet to participate
in the Farad Finance Forum?
We participated in the 2021 Forum as an Event Partner,
as we did last year. At a time of increased vaccination
and ongoing economic recovery, we were especially
pleased to be able to interact with key stakeholders in

“Based in Luxembourg,
I serve at Quintet
Europe, which
encompasses all of
our European Unionbased branches,
allowing clients to
benefit from a onebank approach.”
THOMAS KLEIN,
GROUP HEAD OF ASSET SERVICING EUROPE,
QUINTET PRIVATE BANK

the sustainability space. Sustainability has taken center
stage at our firm, which is a signatory to the United
Nations-supported Principles for Responsible
Investment and a member of Climate Action 100+. In
2020, Quintet committed to making sustainable
investing its default approach and, to that end, initiated
a transformation program across the investment and
operational value chain. At the same time, we ensure
that sustainability flows through all aspects of our
business. That is why Quintet has set out a framework
for a more sustainable future, which draws on industry
leading reporting standards and ensures that, as a firm,
we are always aligned with our clients, our people and
our stakeholders.
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“One of the most
important challenges
is the question
around data integrity
and reliability.”

SERGE KRANCENBLUM
IQ-EQ

Sustainability
is more than
just being green

SERGE KRANCENBLUM,
CHAIRMAN AND FOUNDER OF IQ-EQ

MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/sergekrancenblum2021
www.iqeq.com

THERE IS A GROWING DESIRE FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE
(ESG) NORMS TO BE RESPECTED IN FINANCE
AND INVESTMENT. ACCORDING TO SERGE
KRANCENBLUM, CHAIRMAN AND FOUNDER OF
IQ-EQ, THE REAL CHALLENGE IS TO DETERMINE
COMPLIANCE AND MINIMISE REPUTATIONAL
RISK THROUGH ESG BENCHMARKS BASED ON
RELIABLE AND CONSISTENT DATA.

ESG. We collect and compare data for our clients to help
them make their investment decisions, as well as
monitoring these positions afterwards. We also provide
them with ESG reputation assessments of a target or of
an asset manager. These help clients avoid dealing with
entities that do not share their values. We help clients
focus on the "E", "S" and "G" by ensuring, for example,
that a target does not use carbon-intensive cars, that
diversity and inclusion extends beyond gender to the
respect of minorities in every country of operation, or
that the business meets certain minimum
governance criteria.

Why is ESG so important to you and IQ-EQ?
As a co-founder of a company that has become one of the
world's largest independent players in the field of investor
and asset manager services, I have two major
responsibilities. The first, as group executive chairman, is
the strategy and non-organic growth of the organisation.
The second is our commitment to environmental, social
and governance standards. Thirty-five years ago, when I
started my professional career, we didn't talk about ESG
but I have always wanted to build my group in a
responsible way to ensure its sustainability. This obviously
involves the company understanding that we have a real
social responsibility. I always understood that taking these
questions into account would become crucial for all types
of company and would play an increasingly important role
in the financial sector and in the wider Luxembourg
marketplace.

Where are the challenges and opportunities
for IQ-EQ and ESG over the next three to five
years?

IQ-EQ works for large alternative funds, including private
equity funds, and for their institutional and family offices
investors. They all understand that they must invest with
or in sustainable companies. "Sustainable" does not only
mean "green", it also means respecting every aspect of
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How do you help your clients in this area?

One of the most important challenges is the question
around data integrity and reliability. Unreliable
information can hamper the assessment of a
company's ESG compliance. Our clients need data they
can rely on to ensure that they are not working with an
asset manager or investing in a company that are not
ESG compliant. A lack of reliable data could have a
negative impact on their reputation. A number of different
measures currently exist, and we hope that organisations
will adopt common standards and KPIs. In terms of
opportunities for our group, we know that in the future no
one will be able to do without ESG processes, nor will they
be able to avoid demonstrating compliance with these
standards. This has great potential for us and of course for
the society in general.
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JOHN PARKHOUSE
PwC Luxembourg

Sharing the ESG burden
“In a nutshell, for
companies it's about
building trust across
your stakeholders by
ensuring outcomes
which are sustainable.”

MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/johnparkhouse
www.pwc.lu

JOHN PARKHOUSE,
Why is ESG important to you and PwC?
I have two children. I see not only the looming impact on
their futures but also those of the broader youth of today.
ESG - and especially the climate crisis - is really
something that's in our hands to do something about. But
if we don't, it will be too late. For me ESG for PwC in its
broadest sense is about pushing us and our clients to
understand how we can be (a small) part of solving the
societal issues we face today. Inequality has never been
so high and each year climate becomes an ever greater
issue. In a nutshell, for companies it's about building trust
across your stakeholders by ensuring outcomes which are
sustainable - in terms of the long-term impact on the
business, the people and our planet.
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How are you helping others to make and deliver
commitments?

ACCORDING TO JOHN PARKHOUSE, CEO AND SENIOR PARTNER AT PWC IN
LUXEMBOURG, THE ESG AGENDA IS GETTING TOO VAST FOR POLICYMAKERS TO
IMPLEMENT ON THEIR OWN. HE CONCLUDES THAT COMPANIES NEED TO SHARE
THE BURDEN OF NECESSARY SOCIETAL CHANGE, NOT ONLY THROUGH
DIALOGUE, BUT ALSO BY MAKING THE RIGHT DECISIONS.
DUKE 17

We help companies appreciate the scale of what needs to
be done on the ESG agenda. The burden of achieving
societal change is too great to be left to policymakers
alone: business has a real role that we need to drive. And
that is not just in terms of a business dialogue but doing
and being seen to do the right thing (i.e. getting the
reporting right). In 2015-16 we began engaging with our
stakeholders to see how we could contribute to their
journey. We sought to address the question of how to
make ESG something that is not just a compliance or a
reporting issue, but something beneficial for the company
and identifying how PwC can contribute value to our
clients in that space. This is important for our clients
because not only do we bring the technical expertise to

CEO AND SENIOR PARTNER
AT PWC IN LUXEMBOURG

help them, but we also bring the real life experience of how
to really drive change across the organisation and the real
challenges to embed sustainability into the core strategy
of the company. Our experts are thus helping our clients to
set the strategy, transform the business and ensure the
reporting properly captures what is being done.

In five years, what do you see as the challenges
and the opportunities?
For many of our clients, the current Covid situation is very
difficult. They are seeing if they can get through these next
few months, so thinking about diversity and saving the
planet is just a pipe dream. In the longer term, we must
confront the disconnect between the providers and the
users of capital. There is a stark contrast between the
financial services industry, which sees ESG both as a
technical challenge and also as an opportunity, and then
the real economy where the challenge is in some areas
acute - but the opportunity is equally real for those ready
to really transform. Overall, we see a convergence of
pressure on all businesses - from capital providers, from
clients and from their employees and future talent - which
is in my mind unprecedented and as such I have huge
confidence that business will step up and make the
massive transformation that meaningful change will
require.
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KASPAR WANSLEBEN
LMDF

“The entry into force
of the SFDR marked
a step in the right
direction, but further
regulation and
guidance is still
expected and is
certainly still needed.”

The importance
of “S” in ESG
MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/kasparwansleben
www.lmdf.lu

KASPAR WANSLEBEN, MANAGING DIRECTOR
OF THE LUXEMBOURG MICROFINANCE AND
DEVELOPMENT FUND (LMDF), SAYS THERE IS
AN INCREASING UNDERSTANDING OF THE
NEED FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND
REGULATORY FACTORS SUPPORT THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SUSTAINABLE
FINANCE SECTOR. INTERVIEW.

KASPAR WANSLEBEN,
MANAGING DIRECTOR, LMDF

The Luxembourg Microfinance and Development Fund
(LMDF), founded in 2009, is a Luxembourg social
investment fund, which counts individuals, the public sector
and the private sector among its investors. It invests in
emerging microfinance institutions (MFIs) across the globe,
with a particular focus on countries in the bottom half of the
Human Development Index (HDI). LMDF provides financial
support to promising MFIs, enabling them to become solid
partners for micro-entrepreneurs who need a reliable and
fair supply of basic financial services. When seeking an
investment, LMDF considers three core criteria. First, strong
social vocation: LMDF supports institutions with a strong
vision and social mission, oriented towards the
development of women, young people, rural populations
and the most excluded. Second: complementarity: the fund
is oriented towards niches and underdeveloped markets
and addresses certain complex areas of financial inclusion
Third: emerging MFIs: LMDF focuses on entities with an
established business model in the local microfinance sector,
but for which a lack of funding is a barrier to growing and
reaching more needy customers.

What are the ESG benchmarks linked to LMDF’s
investments?
Given the nature of the assets LMDF invests in, LMDF has
not defined a benchmark per se. The typical benchmarks
used by mainstream funds are not so relevant when
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Can you present LMDF in a few words?

investing in emerging microfinance institutions. Instead,
the Fund has selected a variety of social performance
metrics, which it monitors very closely, allowing trends to
emerge over time. Some of the key metrics which we
monitor are the number of microentrepreneurs reached,
the proportion of financing provided to women and those
in rural areas, the geographies which are financed –
notably the proportion of our loans going to Sub-Saharan
Africa. These findings are regularly collated into social
performance reports – and from our last report, we are
pleased to note that we have now worked with over
296,000 micro-entrepreneurs and over 70% of them have
been based in Low or Medium HDI geographies. Although

the Fund does not have a benchmark, we do look at the
performance of individual investments against a
benchmark: Cerise’s SPI4 tool. This tool looks at how
Social Performance is integrated into an institution. We
examine any outliers and consider whether an investment
is appropriate, or whether Technical Assistance, provided
via our Investment Advisor ADA, may help.

How do you see ESG benchmarks reshaping
sustainable finance in the coming 5 years?
Before the COVID-19 pandemic, we were seeing an
increased interest in ESG, or rather in our case, the impact
investment sector and these trends have accelerated. We

are now seeing an increased understanding of the need for
sustainable development and regulatory factors are also
supporting the development of the sustainable finance
sector. Nonetheless, while reporting on financial
performance relies on common standards, practices in
ESG reporting are still quite fragmented. In March 2021,
the entry into force of the SFDR marked a step in the right
direction, but further regulation and guidance is still
expected and is certainly still needed. A large focus has
been on the “E” in ESG, and we really hope that the “S”
does not get left behind in the process, otherwise the
same fragmentation in approaches and measurement is
likely to persist.
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DAVID BAVEREZ

Europe's growth will
come along with China
MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/davidbaverez

A PRIVATE INVESTOR, MAINLY ACTIVE IN CHINA SINCE 2010, DAVID BAVEREZ MADE A
NAME FOR HIMSELF AS A PORTFOLIO MANAGER AT FIDELITY INVESTMENTS IN LONDON
AND BOSTON. HE THEN WENT ON TO FOUND KDA CAPITAL. HE HAS WRITTEN SEVERAL
BOOKS ILLUSTRATING THE NEAR-TECTONIC CHANGES IN THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
EUROPE, CHINA AND THE UNITED STATES. CRITICISING THE RELUCTANCE OF THE
EUROPEAN UNION, HE ENCOURAGES INVESTORSTO TURN TO THE MIDDLE KINGDOM TO
GUARANTEE THE FUTURE OF THE OLD CONTINENT.
In your books, you describe an innovative and
productive China. How do you explain the different
image portrayed by the Western media?
When I lived in the USA I saw the positive preconceptions
that Europeans have of this country, with doubts and
disappointments only coming when you go deeper into
the inner states. It is an opposite process for China. Most
start from a position of negative prejudice, but after
digging deeper and meeting the locals, visitors discover
a more nuanced situation than they imagined. Yet our
ignorance still reaches new heights. China has a diaspora
of about 70 million people in the West, who have
integrated into our society and economy, and feed-back
information to China. The messages coming from the
600,000 Westerners in mainland China are inevitably
less rich. Knowing that the 21st century will be driven
by information, through data, Western competitive
disadvantage is likely to grow.

What is the "Great Turning Point" you refer
to in your latest book?

©William Furniss

The COVID crisis brought the world to a standstill.
The planet will not remain the preserve of 700 million
privileged Americans and Europeans, but an environment
shared by 7 to 8 billion people. We need to reinvent our
unsustainable way of life using digitalization. We
Europeans are no longer experiencing growth, and we
must look at China which has one-third of the world's
prospects. We cannot deprive our young people of this.
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Europe and China have never needed each other more to
replace the United States which has entered into a stance
of "cold peace" toward Beijing. The EU must not make the
mistake of cutting off with China, like with the Global
Investment Agreement of December 2020, frozen by the
European Parliament, while the USA is increasing its
business in China. Let us beware of American "false
friends".

Can you describe your business experience
in China?
In Hong Kong today, I feel there are two China: one closing
down but another one still eager to open up. As an
investor, I still find attractive to analyze the new emerging
economic model, taking 7 billion people into account,
and no longer 700 million privileged people. The sharing
economy, through digitalisation, is the only way to obtain
this tenfold multiplier, like in e-commerce through social
networks. A fascinating turning point for the investor is the
continuous digitalisation of services, including those that
have never really treated us as customers: banking,
insurance, health, education, food. Artificial intelligence will
make it possible to offer a personalised service at mass
market prices. At the same time, we are dealing with a
new governance environment and I advise investors to
make sure that their business model benefits to China's
development. The indispensable support of the Chinese
State requires this. And I also see that family- owned
companies find it easier to find a similar backer here.
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PRANJUL SHAH

UNIVERSITY OF LUXEMBOURG

The Birth
of an Incubator

“In this way, the
university has the
opportunity to play a
much bigger role in
Luxembourg’s
corporate
ecosystem.”

MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/pranjulshah
www.uni.lu

PRANJUL SHAH, RESPONSIBLE OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF LUXEMBOURG INCUBATOR,
SHOWCASES THE ENTREPRENEURIAL
TALENT AND OPPORTUNITIES HIS FACULTY
IS UNLOCKING TO TRANSFORM STUDENT
IN ENTREPRENEURS.

PRANJUL SHAH,
RESPONSIBLE OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF LUXEMBOURG INCUBATOR

What is the background to the establishment of
the incubator and programme?

How do you identify the entrepreneurs?
We inherited a university building and we filled it with
bright minds and planted ideas that, with energy and
creativity, can grow into great entrepreneurial projects.
More than 2,700 students have come together from
different parts of the university to design ideas, identify
problems, practice their curiosity and creativity, and
shape the future of the companies that are coming out
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Luxembourg University’s original missions were to
promote education and do exceptional research. That
took the university into the top 200 universities
worldwide. A new mission emerged with the
inauguration of the incubator in 2017. Students were all
going to get their core education and, as soon as they
began their first job, we wanted to show them how to
differentiate themselves with the skill set we developed
for them at the university. We wanted students to
discover what was going to make them shine and grow
in their careers. But we also wanted to give them
insights into how they can bring about social change
and give back to society. In this way, the university has
the opportunity to play a much bigger role in
Luxembourg’s corporate ecosystem.
of this program. We have designed a three-pillared
unique program. Not everybody should be an
entrepreneur but the ones who can need to be woken
up. We put students through a 72-hour program that
allows them to experience the life of an entrepreneur
first-hand. Most of them realize entrepreneurship is not
for them. With the remaining 10%, we start with their
ideas, turning them into executable business plans.

Can you reveal what you call your “secret sauce?”
When they are ready, we don't want our entrepreneurs to
face the world unprepared. We introduce them to a
series of different mentors. What we have achieved
would not have been possible without this “secret
sauce” – the support from the ecosystem of more than
250 mentors who have participated in providing training
and coaching. Mentoring takes students beyond the

general curriculum: they might be engineers yet be
negotiating contracts in their first job; so, they need to
know legal stuff. If they’re a project manager, they’ll
need to know accounting skills not taught that at
university. With our mentoring programs, we are
providing them with a microcosm inside the university
where they can learn the skills that will prepare them for
when they launch their first venture.
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RIKARD LUNDGREN
Steendier

How to avoid offshore
haven reputational risk,
increase safety
and reduce costs

increasingly competitive industry of fund service
providers, which are under the scrutiny of the local
regulator, the CSSF. Since Luxembourg is the largest
European investment domiciliation location, both
Luxembourg itself and the CSSF are under constant and
close scrutiny by ESMA, which provides further comfort
to any foreign investor.
Next question an asset owner needs to ask himself is
“How” to move his portfolio? The process of moving a
perhaps complex portfolio of assets from a maybe totally
unregulated corporate environment to a highly regulated
and formatted fund environment requires thorough
preparation and planning before the actual move. If
preparations are done well, the move will be as undramatic
as the new year of 2000.

MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/rikardlundgren2021
www.steendier.com

The obstacles to a successful onshoring can at first be
seen as almost insurmountable: complexity, costs and
difficulty to predict time schedule. This image is of course
supported by proponents for staying offshore, but also by
some service providers who see a long and complicated
project as a lucrative proposition to oversell services.
Real-life projects that are well organized and run, show a
very different picture and this is what this text will now
describe.

RIKARD LUNDGREN, CEO OF STEENDIER, ARGUES THAT THERE IS LITTLE
DISADVANTAGE IN REPATRIATING AN OFFSHORE FUND TO LUXEMBOURG. BY
SIMPLY CALLING ON THE SERVICES OF A WELL-ESTABLISHED, INDEPENDENT
ADVISOR, IT IS POSSIBLE TO CONTROL THE CREATION COSTS AND EVEN TO
ESTABLISH SAVINGS IN THE RECURRING COSTS THROUGHOUT THE
OPERATION OF THE FUND.
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The question is then where to land when onshoring
assets? For European asset holders, there are really only
two options, Luxembourg and Dublin. These two financial
centers have grown rapidly and are now the by far totally
dominant fund structure hubs in Europe. Based on fund
industry statistics, it would seem that Luxembourg is
winning that battle. Why?
 Luxembourg is now by far the largest of the two centers
measured in AUM
 The asset management industry represents a very
significant share of Luxembourg’s GDP, hence making it
vital to any local government, regardless of color.
 Luxembourg is a politically and economically stable
country with a steady AAA rating and a long tradition of
prudent management of its public finances.
 Luxembourg has developed a diversified and

Here is a high-level description of the steps involved:
The legal structure in Luxembourg
There are a number of possibilities which cater to different
requirements of the type of assets and strategies in the
portfolio (liquid/illiquid investments, PE/RE/PC/VC, open
ended/closed ended…etc.) not to mention the requirements
by existing and new investors. In the regulated world
©360crossmedia/C.N.
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ith an increasing focus on fairer tax
payments and stigmatization of taxavoidance through non-transparent tax
havens as places to store wealth, a number
of asset owners are considering, or have already started,
on-shoring projects for their asset holding structures.
Legitimate asset holders do not want to be associated
with less legitimate assets which are typically held in
offshore havens. When looking into the project of
onshoring, asset owners have realized that the onshore
fund industry has developed into a highly regulated
activity with an increasing array of rules and mechanisms
and actors, all present to ensure the protection of
investors’ rights and interests (in addition to ensuring the
respect of tax rules). Where the off-shore havens prime
advantage was great flexibility, low regulatory demands
and secrecy, the on-shore fund industry’s rigor has
become its’ strength. In addition to these real differences
between offshore and onshore the unpredictable, not
necessarily well-informed, media commentary, can at any
time make asset owners look bad in the eyes of the public,
even when their off-shore structures are without any

Complexity is managed by having a thorough pre-project
planning process. Costs are kept under control by
including detailed budgets already during the RFP stage of
choosing the service providers. Time plans form the very
back-bone of the project and are committed to by all
parties before the start of the project. A good project
management organization keeps all of the above under
tight control at all times.

tax-avoidance issues. An example is the Panama papers
that vilified asset holding structures based in the
Caribbean for many asset holders, many of which were not
involved in any form of tax evasion.
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How to avoid offshore haven
reputational risk, increase
safety and reduce costs

(which applies for any fund structure with assets
exceeding 100 million euros), there are many different
types of fund vehicles, which can be placed under different
regulatory regimes, such as AIF or UCITS. The analysis and
choice of which structure is best for a particular asset
portfolio necessarily involves advise by legal expertise.
Such discussions are an excellent way to explore and get
to know different potential candidates for the role of legal
advisor.
The service providers
The services that need to be attached include custody/
depositary/cash, administration, AIFM, legal, tax and audit.
The service providers service the fund and control the
adherence to rules as defined by the corresponding
regulations and the mandatory prospectus. Some service
providers are offering many of the required services.
Others are more niche-type and only provide one or a few
services. The composition of the team of service providers
is a strategically important decision and should not be
underestimated or taken too quickly. It is important that
the buyer of the services has his own opinion and a good
definition of the scope of services he wants from a
particular provider. This is not easy as the asset owner,
coming from an offshore environment, is mostly not an
experienced buyer of these services. The lure of going with
one big service provider could lead to the asset owner
getting something quite different to what he had expected.
This team composition task is best addressed by including
an independent advisor with experience of Luxembourg
service providers who applies that to advise and support
the asset owner’s choices. A thorough selection and
negotiation process often includes a first selection of 3 to
4 candidates going into an RFP followed by interviews.
The results are analyzed and form the basis for the final
decision. This team-picking process can typically take
two to four weeks to complete.
The Project Management
After the service providers are appointed, a project
management structure is set up to organize the steps that
will lead to the fund incorporation and subsequent launch,
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as the assets are transferred. The project must be planned
with milestones, activities, workshops etc. defined with a
high level of details to avoid missing any action that could
delay or make the project more expensive. This plan takes
the form of a project spread sheet which is shared by all
persons involved in the project.
A good project management organization includes 3 levels.
A weekly project meeting; where all participants go
through the status of all actions and raise any concerns or
bottle necks and issues that cannot be solved directly get
delegated to workshops.
Several workshops; where specific issues are discussed in
depth and solved in smaller groups between the weekly
meetings.
A steering committee; which monitors overall progress
and the adherence to timetables and budgets. It includes
one C-level representative from each service provider who
has the authority to ensure that remedial action is taken
by the organization that is the cause of any delay or
budget deviance.
Costs, how they can be controlled and even lowered
compared with offshore
The Luxembourg fund servicing industry is very dynamic
with many different actors whose owners range from one
individual to large PE-funds with deep pockets and big
ambitions to build a world leading financial services
company. This makes the service industry not just diverse
but also highly competitive, especially for a client coming
to Luxembourg with an established large asset portfolio. A
well conducted service provider selection process is the
asset owner’s best tool to negotiate and get both high
quality and very competitive prices. Dublin used to have a
cost advantage, but over the past few years this has
changed. Asset owners who have compared Luxembourg
with Dublin are no longer finding any significant differences
in terms of price/quality.
What are the different costs for onshoring an unregulated
offshore based asset portfolio to a regulated Luxembourg
fund format? These costs come in two categories. One-off

set-up costs and costs for the normal running of the new
fund structure. In Luxembourg, set up costs can be
amortized over five years, which limits their impact on
fund performance.

One-off costs
Project management
The cost savings from using an independent expert
advisor to organize and lead the project through the above
steps, is covered several times over by the savings made
during the structuring stage and on the service providers’
costs for setting up and running the fund. The project
management/advisory costs are one-off cost while the
cost savings remain for the duration of the fund.
Legal costs
This includes a prospectus, articles of incorporation,
review of all contracts and agreements as well as any
additional legal and possibly tax advice on all
administrative steps linked to the set up. These costs are
one-offs and can in today’s market be negotiated.
Service providers set-up costs
It is quite common that service providers charge one-off
set-up costs for new funds setting up for the first time in
Luxembourg. This makes sense because some of the new
fund initiatives will not raise enough capital to start, so the
service providers risk having done the start-up work for
nothing. This doesn’t apply to an existing asset base that
is being onshored. For large asset portfolios, the service
providers may waive some or all of their normal set-up
costs, especially if the new client is seen as strategically
important or prestigious for the service provider.

Running costs
The TER for a typical Luxembourg fund, depending on a
number of idiosyncratic features such as number of
sub-funds, number of share classes, complexity of the
strategy, AIFM acting as the regulatory PM or not etc. etc.
typically range from 25 to 65 bp’s per annum, excluding
management and performance fees.

“The use of an
independent expert
advisor can be
compared to that of a
site foreman in
construction. It saves
time and money and
reduces risk, stress
and hassle.”
RIKARD LUNDGREN,
CEO, STEENDIER

Time to execute an onshoring project
The RFP stage during which the service providers are
negotiated and chosen, includes a commitment to a
timetable. This timetable is then put into the weekly
project management plan where it is followed-up every
week and supervised by the steering committee as
previously described. Even if every onshoring project has
its’ own challenges and complexities, the actual time from
appointing an advisor and agreeing a fund fact sheet and
basic legal framework to the transfer of assets and first
NAV setting can, based on recent actual cases, be
expected to range from 5 months for a complex structure
to 2-3 months for a more simple set up.

Summary
To bring assets and investment structures from an
offshore location to a regulated Luxembourg setting may
at first look like a daunting task. Complexity management,
cost control and adherence to timetables look nigh
impossible. Too many examples show that “learning by
doing” is indeed an expensive way to conduct an
onshoring project. By instead hiring experienced supplier
independent project management competence, rather
than relying on input from the service providers, much
time and money can be saved. The outcome may,
depending on the actual case, prove to be not just a safer
haven for one’s assets but also a way to achieve long term
lower costs.
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LUC RASSCHAERT
WEALINS

Anticipating
and Building
the Insurance
of Tomorrow
MORE INFORMATION

“The crisis has
generated more
opportunities
than threats.”
LUC RASSCHAERT,

www.duke.lu/wealins
www.wealins.com

CEO, WEALINS

How are WEALINS and the insurance sector in
Luxembourg evolving?
WEALINS turns 30 next year. It took us 20 years to reach
€5 billion in assets under management, and that amount
tripled over the next 10 years to reach €15 billion by the
end of this year, which ranks us in the top three life
insurance companies operating under the freedom to
provide services regime from Luxembourg and
exclusively in unit-linked. We had a record year in 2020
with more than €1.7 billion of collected premiums, but
2021 is already proving to be comparable, if not even
higher. We are reaping the benefits of our investments in
previous years: Our efforts have been focused on
digitalisation on the one hand - in particular with the
implementation of a new integrated platform for our
partners - and on the skills and expertise of our
employees on the other hand. Before the crisis, we
enjoyed an excellent reputation for the quality of our
services, but the commitment of our employees,
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particularly during the crisis, has reinforced the trust that
our partners place in us. Belonging to Foyer Group, which
is celebrating its centenary next year, also reinforces the
solidity of our model, as well as our long-term
orientation, particularly with regard to our strategy and
our development.

What are the main changes you have seen this
year?
The crisis influences the behavior of regulators. I see
protective trends aimed at protecting domestic markets.
This creates risks, particularly in terms of tax changes, but
Luxembourg remains well-positioned. The Commissariat
Aux Assurances has created a very attractive regulatory
framework. I am convinced that it will be able to preserve
the competitiveness of the country and of the insurance
sector despite the social, demographic and technological
changes underway. In terms of the digitalisation of
companies, the time for - often empty – speeches on

©360crossmedia/C.N.

WEALINS S.A. CELEBRATES ITS 30TH ANNIVERSARY NEXT YEAR IN A CONTEXT
OF STRONG GROWTH. THE LUXEMBOURG-BASED LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
SPECIALISES IN DESIGNING WEALTH INSURANCE SOLUTIONS. AN INTERVIEW
WITH ITS CEO: LUC RASSCHAERT.

digital has given way to the development of a real
business strategy based on innovation. At WEALINS for
example, we have long been behind in our digital
transformation. However, we have developed a very
ambitious and long term vision with the support of our
shareholder. This has enabled us to set up - amongst
others - a state-of-the-art integrated platform. The
development of digital solutions requires a very high level
of adoption, both internally and externally, where each link
in the value chain (from WEALINS employees to our
partners) has a real role to play. As a Luxembourg "pure
player," we benefit from a local decision-making center in
this area, which represents a considerable advantage in
the face of current digital challenges.

What challenges await WEALINS and the sector?
How are you preparing for them?
For WEALINS, the priority is to serve our partners and their
clients well in a context of strong growth. In our sector,
several regulations are expected. I think that the Green
Deal from the European Commission could change the
situation. It represents an opportunity for our Group: We
have just obtained the ESR label from the INDR, even if we
must recognise that the ESR has always been an integral
part of the DNA and development strategy of Foyer Group
and all its entities. We involve our employees in several
social and ecological initiatives. Our next challenge is to
find out how to combine the ESG preferences of our
individual clients with a strong corporate conviction.
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“A lot of countries,
including the European
Union, should be
asking themselves
how they could pull
all those elements
together to create
such a complete
entrepreneur start-up
ecosystem.”

RUPERT HOOGEWERF

RUPERT HOOGEWERF,

HURUN REPORT

CHAIRMAN OF THE HURUN REPORT

Europe's Elusive
Entrepreneur
Start-up Ecosystem

Added to that they have a lot of government programs,
business associations and tech associations. A lot of
countries, including the European Union, should be asking
themselves how they could pull all those elements
together to create such a complete entrepreneur start-up
ecosystem. If ecosystems start in somebody else's
country, that is where the entrepreneurs will be creating
super wealth, paying taxes and hiring great talent.

MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/ruperthoogewerf

How to Breed Unicorns

WITH HERDS OF UNICORNS BREEDING IN THE U.S., AND EVEN MORE SO IN CHINA, RUPERT
HOOGEWERF, CHAIRMAN OF THE HURUN REPORT, SAYS EUROPE NEEDS TO LEARN THE
A, B, C OF CREATING AN ENTREPRENEUR START-UP ECOSYSTEM BY TAPPING INTO AND
INSPIRING ITS RAW TALENT TO HELP CREATE SUCCESSFUL, GLOBAL COMPANIES.

quality of wealth creation. Five years ago, China and the
US ranked about equal in our world billionaires’ rankings
with 500 each. China has now doubled their “super wealth
creators,” and has 300 more than the US.

Beijing Breeding Billionaires
China’s Millionaire Boom
We've never had as good a year in terms of wealth
creation as we've seen in China in the last year. Our Hurun
China Rich List, of the most successful entrepreneurs in
China, has identified no less than 700 new faces taking
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the number of entrepreneurs worth more than €300
million close to 2,500. The dynamics of wealth creation
has also changed: previously people made their money
from real estate and manufacturing. Now the growth in
wealth from healthcare demonstrates the improved

China is using the raw talent coming from its universities;
they've got a lot of entrepreneurs or “super wealth
creators” to call on as mentors and they have a complete
professional investor network to call on. These include
venture capitalists, private equity firms as well as
strategic investors among successful entrepreneurs.

China is also making huge progress in the creation of
unicorns, businesses worth more than $1 billion that have
not yet been listed or merged with a larger entity. The
Hurun Global Unicorn List catalogues about 800 unicorns
today. China and America have more than 80% between
them - 400 and 300 respectively. With the help of LAFO,
Europe can promote the green shoots of the fourth
industrial revolution led by unicorns, many of them run by
under-30s entrepreneurs. If you get it right, Europe can
nurture the most dynamic companies by learning the A, B,
C, of the fourth industrial revolution where “A” stands for
AI, “B” for blockchain, “C” for cloud, D for data, down
through the alphabet to “U” that stands for unicorn.
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KHUJUN (KING) XIE
Chinalux

Paving the Way
for Chinese Family Offices
MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/khujunkingxie
www.china-lux.lu

WITH THE INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL AND FINANCIAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
LUXEMBOURG AND CHINA STRETCHING BACK OVER A CENTURY, KHUJUN (KING) XIE,
PRESIDENT OF CHINALUX, BELIEVES THAT THE NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE TO LAFO MEMBERS THROUGH CHINALUX CAN HELP LAY THE
FOUNDATIONS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CHINESE FAMILY OFFICES IN THE DUCHY.
Chinalux: An Introduction
If we look at the historic relationship between China and
Luxembourg, we can go back well before Luxembourg
was a financial hub. In the late 1800s, Luxembourg
engineer Eugene Robert spent many years in China and
built the first blast furnace in China in 1894. Chinalux –
the China – Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce – was
founded in 2013 with a mission to support the bilateral
trade and cultural ties between the two countries by
promoting positive connections and networking. We no
longer focus solely on the financial sector as our
members are also active in telecommunications, ICT and,
especially, logistics. We do our best to help our members
develop their business in China and Luxembourg. We
started with 20 founding members; we now have around
115.

Finance and Banking Remain a Focus
From 1979 when the Bank of China established its first
branch in Luxembourg, the banking sector has been at
the forefront of economic cooperation between the two
countries. Since then, the other six Chinese banks have
set up their EU hubs in Luxembourg. Luxembourg has
become a gateway for Chinese banks to Europe and
other sectors including fintech. Of course, it works both
ways: In addition to Luxembourg firms establishing a
presence in China and Luxembourgish products reaching
the Chinese market, we saw BIL establish its office in
Beijing in 2019, the first Luxembourg bank to do so. We
encourage Luxembourg companies to connect with
these firms to learn more about the opportunities
between Luxembourg and China.
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“We expect to see
more Chinese clients
being attracted
to Luxembourg’s
flexible family offices
in the future.”
KHUJUN (KING) XIE,
PRESIDENT OF CHINALUX

Chinese Perspective on Luxembourg Private Offices
When you look at the Chinalux members' directory you
won't immediately see it as a family office membership list,
although we do have members who are involved with family
offices. While our members in both the financial sector and
the individual members do not seek visibility, they are part
of the chamber in order to make connections with potential
players and the service providers in Luxembourg. China now
has the largest number of billionaires in the world, so the
business of China family offices has huge potential. We
increasingly see Luxembourg family offices exploring the
possibilities of developing Chinese business. We expect to
see more Chinese clients being attracted to Luxembourg’s
flexible family offices in the future.

©360crossmedia
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“By refusing to
properly investigate
any of the various
serious allegations
raised against the
company, regulators
and enforcement
agencies played a
critical role in enabling
this fraud to
perpetuate.”

The Wirecard
saga
MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/wirecard

A WHISTLEBLOWER IN THE WIRECARD
AFFAIR, ONE OF THE BIGGEST FINANCIAL
FRAUDS OF RECENT YEARS, PAV GILL HAS
REBUILT HIMSELF IN ASIA. HE IS STILL
VERY BITTER ABOUT THE ATTITUDE OF
REGULATORS, WHO HE SAYS ARE QUICKER
TO BLAME WHISTLEBLOWERS THAN
TO TRACK DOWN WRONGDOING.
Can you tell your story at Wirecard?
My story at Wirecard is set out in the brilliant Sky
documentary, Wirecard - Die Milliarden-Lüge, in print media
by the Süddeutsche Zeitung and a Financial Times article.
In summary, Wirecard’s collapse in 2020 exposed the rise
of a German technology titan as a myth. A €19 billion black
hole revealed industrial-scale fraud in its role as
intermediary between merchants who accepted credit
cards and the card customers’ banks. Wirecard’s chaotic
downward spiral began when Air Berlin became the first in a
line of clients it lost because of poor client support and
incorrect payments. Wirecard covered up its failing
business; blindsiding auditors into believing there were huge
cash reserves. Its lawyers aggressively disparaged critics
while the firm continued making deceitful claims about its
solvency, profitability and prospects.

PAV GILL

How did your mother convince you to let the
Financial Times know about the wrong doings at
Wirecard?
This is set out in the Sky documentary which I definitely
encourage everyone, especially European viewers, to watch.

How could Wirecard get away with such huge
scam for such a long time?

How did you feel/react when BaFin sued 2 FT
journalists, instead of exploiting the information
published in their article to stop the wrong doings
at Wirecard?

By refusing to properly investigate any of the various
serious allegations raised against the company over the
course of the years, regulators and enforcement agencies
played a critical role in enabling this fraud to perpetuate and
for Wirecard to thrive as a criminal enterprise. As for EY, if
they are found guilty of gross negligence or any related acts,
then they simply must be held accountable to send a strong
message to the accounting and audit industry in order to
restore confidence in the system.

I was bemused. It is mindblowing that a regulator would
seek to adopt a 'head in the sand'/'nothing to see here'
approach and absolve an organisation which clearly had
something very wrong with it (if one chose to look) at every
opportunity. In that sense, much like Wirecard, for the
regulators and enforcement agencies in Germany, it was
always "someone else's problem". The FT is not a
sensationalist tabloid but one of the most respected
business newspapers in the world. I would have expected
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any bona fide regulator to want to work with the FT, the
Sueddeutsche Zeitung and the various whistleblowers in
getting to the bottom of these serious allegations as
opposed to going after those trying to bring them to light.
Truly perverse.

Did you feel properly protected by the authorities
in Asia?
No. We were never assured of any protection by anyone
anywhere and continue to be in that situation as of date.

You left Wirecard in September 2018. How is life
after Wirecard?
Life after Wirecard was challenging but I kept myself busy
with contract roles at some wonderful companies such as
Wise (as their first APAC counsel). I was very careful not to
get into another full time role unless it was with the right
company as I did not want to find myself settling in at
"another Wirecard". In parallel, I was also fending off

personal and professional attacks from Wirecard and its
cronies who continued to go out of their way in keeping tabs
on my movements. With the dust now settled, I have found
myself a professional home at Zipmex, a leading digital
assets platform in the APAC region, which refreshingly puts
legal & compliance at the forefront of everything it does.

What have you learnt from this experience?
A person cannot live in fear if he or she is doing the right
thing. The ones who should live in fear are those that
continue to engage in criminal activities and other nefarious
conduct.

If you discover a similar situation in another
company in the future, what will you do?
I would be very surprised if a company would hire me as its
chief legal (or compliance) officer if it is in the business of
carrying on any wrongdoing, particularly in the financial
services space.
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NEXTMIND

Democratizing
Brain-Computer
Interfaces

“The NextMind
Dev Kit takes
neurotech devices
out of the lab
and to the people
in a desirable way.”

MORE INFORMATION

NEXTMIND HAS MANAGED TO DEMOCRATIZE BRAIN-COMPUTER
INTERFACES BY DESIGNING AN EASY-TO-USE, NON-INVASIVE BRAINSENSING WEARABLE AND CREATING MACHINE-LEARNING ALGORITHMS
THAT WORK FOR ALL USERS.
Can you describe the 'NextMind' technology
in a few words?
At NextMind we are making Brain-Computer Interfaces
that allow almost anyone to control digital interfaces in
real time using their visual focus. We released our first
product, the NextMind Dev Kit, to enable users all around
the world to experience using a BCI with our demo apps
and use the SDK to create their own mind-enabled
applications.

How do you see the future of brain/computer
interfaces?
In the future, a BCI will be used every time you connect to
the internet, computer, or smart device. You’ll be able to
control the TV or the lights in your home just by thinking
about it. Type and send a message with your mind.
Basically, using your devices as seamlessly as a third arm.
As we continue research and development, our ultimate
goal is to decode more complex thoughts and visual
imagination. As extended reality becomes more
commonplace, our BCI will play a key role as its naturally
adapted for interacting in virtual environments. And of
course, we’d be remiss to not talk about the potential
applications as Assistive technology. For people with
limited mobility, being able to interact with the world using
a BCI is very promising. Our BCI can be used across every
aspect of our lives from entertainment, productivity, to
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assistive & medical applications. That’s why we provide
chose to provide our tech as a platform for developers to
create their own use cases.

You offer a Dev Kit What kind of applications
are the developers working on?
The virtual, augmented, and extended reality community
has been really engaged. They are always looking for the
newest tech that will get us closer to the metaverse, and
are amazed by the potential of our tech to transform
interactions in virtual environments. We’ve also seen
many prototypes from game developers. It feels really cool
to play a game without any hands, and it’s easy to design
games with our SDK since it uses the Unity 3D game
engine. We’ve also seen use cases in IoT and some first
explorations for use in assistive applications. We also
develop custom applications for our B2B partnerships.
Right now, we’re building the world’s first live electronic
performance powered by a Brain-Computer Interface. We
also have partnerships in the mobility, entertainment, and
medical industries.

What risks and opportunities do you identify for
the development of NextMind ?
Our purpose at NextMind is to make BCIs accessible to the
world. We see the NextMind Dev Kit as a proof of
advancement for our industry because it takes neurotech
devices out of the lab and to the people in a desirable way.
We did this by solving two big challenges in the neurotech
industry: designing an easy-to-use, non-invasive brainsensing wearable and creating machine-learning
algorithms that work for all users. We believe that a
high-performing noninvasive BCI can drive adoption for
the masses. To continue on this path, we will further
miniaturize the hardware and keeping improving
algorithms until we get to the speed of thought. Besides
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www.duke.lu/nextmind
www.next-mind.com

Sid Kouider, Neuroscientist and Founder of Nextmind.

our rich R&D roadmap, it raises an ethical question we
take very seriously: brain data ethics. With the NextMind
Dev Kit the neural data is fully encrypted and only
processed on the user’s personal computer. They can
opt-in (or out) at any time to share their data with us in
order to improve our research, all of which is in full
compliance with GDPR. Our goal is limited to improving
the machine learning algorithms that run our BCI so all
users can have an improved experience. We do not link
user sessions with any personal information.
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SEMICONDUCTORS

Nanometre giants
on the warpath
©Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co, Ltd.

MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/tsmc
www.tsmc.com

THE ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF ELECTRONIC CHIPS HAS REACHED ONE
TRILLION UNITS. THE WORLD'S LEADING INDEPENDENT PRODUCER,
TAIWAN'S TSMC, HAS ESTABLISHED ITSELF AS A KEY PLAYERWITH
ON-GOING TECHNOLOGICAL AND STRATEGIC BATTLES.

TSMC: number 1 in the chip market
Founded in 1987 in Hsinchu, Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company Limited (TSMC) is the 3rd largest
manufacturer in this global market behind Intel and
Samsung. However, as the limits of Moore's Law have been
reached, the competitive battle is now around "advance logic
chips". These ultra-optimised five nanometre products (five
billionths of a metre) are on course to be at atomic scale in
the future. In this field, TSMC is several years ahead, so much
so that Samsung has announced its intention to subcontract
part of its production to TSMC. The latter has opted for a pure
player model, designing 10,800 products for its 500
customers. These include Apple (which accounts for 20% of
its turnover), Nvidia and Qualcomm. In 2020 it had stock
market capitalisation of USD 575 billion, earnings of USD
45.5 billion and profit of USD 17.6 billion. TSMC has 59%
market share according to Counterpoint, ahead of Samsung
(15%), UMC, GlobalFoundries and the Chinese company SMIC.

Strategic components
Semiconductors power a wide range of applications in the IT
sector (such as- cloud computing and bitcoin mining) communications, and industry, being used in mobile devices,
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cars, connected objects, and much more. The combined
effects of the pandemic and the general growing, high
demand for electronic devices have led to an increasing need
for these small, non-metallic objects. There is now a
significant shortage in sectors such as automotive and
high-tech devices. Above all, the situation has revealed
Europe's and the United States' dependence on Asia in this
area and highlighted the technological and strategic stakes in
the micro-chip market. So much so that US President Joe
Biden included semiconductors in the list of supply chains of
"essential goods", and the Senate released a USD 54 billion
subsidy package for the sector. Meanwhile China has
announced a USD 1.3 trillion plan for tech in general!

Part of geopolitical turmoil
TSMC is considered to be a key player, and so is under
pressure from all sides in the growing Sino-American trade
war. All the time China still considers Taiwan to be part of its
territory. Meanwhile the US Department of Commerce
banned the Chinese firm Huawei from accessing US
chipmakers which has forced TSMC to rethink its strategy.
The American nightmare would be for China to block TSMC's
production during a conflict, or to develop its own advance

“As the limits of
Moore's Law are
reached the
competitive battle is
now around advance
logic chips.”
logic chips at the same speed as it has its space programme.
The Middle Kingdom is already attracting thousands of
Taiwanese engineers as part of its "Made in China 2025" plan.
In April 2021, TSMC announced a three-year, USD 100 billion
R&D investment plan and released USD 12 billion for the
production of five nanometre chips in Arizona from 2024. By
then, it expects to launch its first 3nm components in 2022
and then 2nm (considered the limit of current semiconductor
technology) in 2024.
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EVA GUET

www.360-box.com

The Disruptive
Corporate Video

©360Crossmedia/E.D.
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E-Conference Chahine Capital

ACA conference

Farad Finance Forum 2021

MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/evaguet
www.360-box.com

E-Conference Mangrove

THE 360BOX TOOK FULL ADVANTAGE OF THE COVID CRISIS AND FURTHER ACCELERATED
ITS DEVELOPMENT IN 2021 WITH NEW FUNCTIONS THAT CHALLENGE TRADITIONAL MODELS
OF VIDEO PRODUCTION, CONFERENCES AND E-CONFERENCES. INTERVIEW.

I think three central points explain its success:
Compatibility, accessibility and the business model. On the
compatibility side, the 360Box works on all platforms:
Zoom, Webex, Teams, Hoppin, Livestorm, Skype and
GotoWebinar, etc. We also offer a reward of three videos
worth €4,500 to anyone who can find a platform
compatible with its webcam which does not work with the
360Box! Then accessibility: Anyone can make
professional videos, integrate a PowerPoint, play videos,
with a simple joystick and without any editing. Finally, we
offer an unbeatable model, which includes the hardware
– cameras, lights, computer, microphone, green screen technical support and training from €30 per day. On
October 14, more than 25 owners of a 360box from
France, Luxembourg, Belgium and Italy gathered to
discuss and deepen their knowledge. The 360Box is more
than a studio: It's a real community. Our clients can focus
on what really matters: Coming up with ideas for videos,
writing scripts, recording and broadcasting!

What are the major recent developments?
The biggest revolution concerns the organization of large
conferences: We have signed a contract with the European
Convention Center Luxembourg which makes the 360Box
a "preferred partner." This partnership crowns more than
500 interviews and prestigious conferences organized for
ATEL, ACA, LPEA, FARAD, Mangrove, Chahine Capital and
Alrim - with a failure rate of zero percent and unique
special effects. This is easily explained: Where “historic”
companies arrive with two trucks and eight technicians,
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we come by car with a small team. This of course lowers
the cost - a customer saved €15,000 in one day - but
above all avoided the complexity of the assembly. Thanks
to our programmable joystick system, we can guarantee a
dress rehearsal four hours after our arrival, where most
providers are still lost in the complexity of their
connections. The two other new features in the “360Box
mini” allows four people located in different places in the
world to interact at the same time and the synchronization
of motorized cameras programmable in one click on our
joystick.

LPEA Insights 2021

How do you see the future?
We are currently thinking about raising funds to further
accelerate our development. We are now carrying out
demonstrations in five countries. However, we need to
improve our capacity to establish partnerships with local
actors. The only problem with such innovation is that it
scares the traditional providers! On the innovation side, we
are constantly developing new virtual studios - space
station, art gallery, TV studio - to boost our clients' videos
and we are developing solutions to help them maximize
the distribution of their videos internally and externally.
Thanks to a strategy combining Linkedin and newsletters,
ATEL's annual conference, for example, has exceeded
20,000 views while the association has only 300
members. For the EIB, we have exceeded 100,000 views
thanks to a dedicated site. We also offer an e-learning
platform to facilitate the distribution of training videos
recorded by our clients, internally and externally. There is
also a way to play on the strength of the user community
to share certain content.

Video studio, ECCL

E-Conference ATEL Annual 2021

©360Crossmedia/DR

Can you explain the success of the 360Box
in a few words?
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“Buildings are not
utilitarian objects; they
only have a high level
of acceptance if they
provide their users with
a healthy, safe and
functional living or
working environment.”

STEFAN FRIES
e3consult

Squaring the
Sustainability Circle
MORE INFORMATION

©DR

www.duke.lu/stefanfries
www.e3consult.lu

WHILE THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY CAN HELP ADDRESS THE PROBLEMS OF
CLIMATE CHANGE AND RESOURCE SCARCITY, STEFAN FRIES. MANAGING
DIRECTOR OF E3CONSULT, SAYS THERE IS MORE TO SUSTAINABILITY THAN
CIRCULARITY. BUT HE ARGUES, SUSTAINABILITY NEEDS TO BE MORE CLEARLY
DEFINED WITH STANDARDS APPLIED TO MAKE THE SUSTAINABILITY OF
BUILDING PROJECTS MEASURABLE.

Has the circular economy replaced sustainability
as the main trend in the construction industry?
Circularity is one aspect of sustainability and cannot replace
the concept of sustainability. Circularity means disassembling,
repurposing or returning components to natural or technical
cycles at the end of a building’s life. The circular economy can
help us to solve the pressing problems of climate change and
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resource scarcity by reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
raw material consumption. But reducing the future viability of
buildings to their recyclability is too short-sighted. Buildings are
not utilitarian objects; they only have a high level of acceptance
if they provide their users with a healthy, safe and functional
living or working environment. At the same time all these
social, ecological and economic characteristics of a building or

an urban district need to be applied within the term
sustainability.

How are construction projects planned and
implemented sustainably?
For building projects to be planned and implemented as
sustainable, we need to have a clear understanding of what is
often, the vaguely defined concept of sustainability.
Sustainability includes all social, ecological and economic
aspects. These in turn include criteria, such as indoor air
quality, thermal comfort, environmental footprint or life cycle
costs. These must be measurable and optimizable through
sustainable evaluation and certification systems such as
DGNB, LENOZ and others. With the help of the certification
systems, precise targets of the sustainability standards that
planners and construction companies need to achieve can
be set at the beginning of the planning process.

What are your recommendations for the future
of construction in Luxembourg?
It is commendable that Luxembourg is making its building
industry circular and sustainable. However, its multitude of
definitions complicates the implementation of
sustainability enormously. The Luxembourg government
has created the LENOZ certification for residential
buildings, which is also used to award targeted subsidies.
The sustainability certification systems DGNB, HQE and
BREEAM are applied to functional buildings. The WELL
certification only focuses on user comfort and omits
ecological and economic sustainability. Countries like
Denmark and Austria have implemented a national
sustainability certification. For Luxembourg to achieve
national sustainability goals, it would be very helpful if its
sustainability standards were clearly defined and available
to all actors.
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WEINVEST CAPITAL
PARTNERS

Sharing the
dynamics
of a multi
strategy
manager

 Progressing gradually in reaching out to investors. First
people first. We had strong interest from some of our
former investors, clients, mentors, or managers that
knew what we were able to achieve in our previous
occupations. They helped us a lot in creating the
foundations of our first closing.
Today, our first fund, Premium Real Estate Fund, has raised
more than 20 million and is still raising capital until
mid-2022. We have executed 7 investments in one year,
deploying almost 100% of the committed capital in
Luxembourg, the United States, Spain and France. The
quality and speed of execution were key to make investors
trust us, and we had identified all these investments
before launching the fund.

MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/weinvest

T

he appetite for investors in alternative and real
assets seems to be growing globally in most of
the strategies. In addition, the level of liquidity in
the market is historically high these days.
Furthermore, the demand for fresh equity in most of the
segments of the economy is high, especially in innovating
sectors, and even is reinforced by the COVID-19 crisis in
the traditional economy segments. In combination with a
regulatory framework more and more favorable to see the
growing of the alternative asset class, these factors are
sustaining the interest for investing in Private Equity / Real
Estate vehicles.
However, despite favorable conditions, the exercise to raise
a first-time fund is not as easy as it could be perceived. As a
matter of fact, questioning one’s project to raise a first-time
fund should be analyzed over several perspectives:
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From left to right : Samuel Clerc , Philippe Barthelemy,
Pierre Thomas, Jean-François Quevrain.

In terms of investment strategy, first. How do you
differentiate from the competition? New fund managers
should develop an approach of the market that creates an
interest to LPs through its originality. The originality can be
analyzed from different ways: some can see opportunities
in addressing a new market segment in the innovating
economy, some can also see opportunities in the more
traditional economy, investing in segments that are not
addressed by managers. In any case, the investment
strategy has to be clear and documented. Your beliefs are
also very important. LPs are looking for teams with
convictions that are backed by a rational analysis.
I remember the baseline of one of my former companies:
“more than numbers, our business is based on trust”. And
it’s exactly that. When you are a first-time team / firsttime fund, you must inspire confidence to succeed. Both to

©DR

INCORPORATED IN LATE 2019 IN LUXEMBOURG,
WEINVEST CAPITAL PARTNERS, MEMBER
OF LPEA, IS SUCCESSFULLY FINISHING THE
RAISING OF ITS FIRST REAL ESTATE FUND AND
IS PURSUING ITS DEVELOPMENT THROUGH THE
FORTHCOMING IMPLEMENTATION OF A PRIVATE
DEBT VEHICLE DEDICATED TO FINANCING REAL
ESTATE DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS.

your investors and also to partners with whom you are
investing and doing business.
In 2019, when we started defining our strategy, we built our
approach on 2 pillars to generate confidence:
 Confirming our appetite for real estate, an industry in
which we were already acting. At that time, we were
capitalizing on previous successful club deals and
private debts in the niche premium segment of real
estate development. We knew exactly which investment
strategy to implement, with a clear path to creating
value in our investments. Real assets are also an
excellent start because of the nature of the investment.
When you own an asset, the land and buildings provide
strong protection for invested capital. It helps to create
confidence with investors.

2022 will be the year when we will add 2 new strategies to
our portfolio:
 A private equity-like investment vehicle, Beautiful Small
Cap Fund, that will invest directly into a portfolio of (very)
small cap companies in Luxembourg, Belgium and
France. We believe that small companies will have a
strong challenge to face to survive because of the wave
of baby boomers who will have to retire in the next few
years. And this will generate needs for financing
transition to new managers, with also opportunities to
build-up new groups by concentrating companies.
 A private debt vehicle investing in real estate as well, to
enrich our financing proposition of development projects,
capitalizing on Premium Real Estate Fund success.
To sustain our fast growth, we have strengthened our
human resources, adding new seasoned professionals to
our fellowship. Always lying onto the same values: we are
in a people first industry!
About WeInvest Capital Partners
WeInvest Capital Partners is a boutique firm specializing
in Private Equity Real Estate (PERE), real estate asset
management and Private Equity.
WeInvest Capital Partners seeks to create long-term
risk-adjusted value for its investors through a portfolio of
reserved alternative investment funds, creating positive
impacts to every project it invests in. Led by serial
entrepreneurs, bringing together a broad range of expertise,
the company benefits from an extensive network and
invests mainly in Europe and the United States.
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JULIEN PILLOT
INOWAI

The Office
Market in Full
Transformation

“We have tools and
teams in Project
Management to
provide a 360-degree
offer and turnkey
solutions.”
JULIEN PILLOT,
HEAD OF “OFFICE AGENCY”

MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/julienpillot
www.inowai.com

AFTER A YEAR MARKED BY CONFINEMENTS,
THE OFFICE MARKET IS RECOVERING
STRONGLY AND INCORPORATING MANY
CHANGES. AN INTERVIEW WITH JULIEN
PILLOT HEAD OF INOWAI'S OFFICE AGENCY.

©360crossmedia/C.N.

How do you assess the evolution of the office
market this year?
After a fairly calm start, many companies launched their
search for new offices in April, for various reasons: to
absorb recruitment; develop the “shared desk,” in order to
optimize occupancy or decentralize part of their teams to
the outskirts of town, especially in Belval. Now companies
are studying issues related to ending lockdowns: How to
welcome cross-border workers while respecting
distancing? How to repatriate consultants who can no
longer work for clients?

recyclable “cradle to cradle” construction or low CO2
emissions. All these trends facilitate a real transformation
of working habits with priority given to collaboration in
smaller, but more numerous spaces; to shared desks or
co-working or even to satellite offices responding to the
problems of mobility and flexibility.

What are the current trends?
They are many! First, safety: building techniques have
been improved to meet health challenges with, for
example, contactless elevators disinfected by UV lighting
or the installation of better air filters. Then well-being with
the emergence of certifications such as the Well Label
that places the user of offices at the heart of the concerns
(and provides, for example, large stairways to encourage
movement, CO2 sensors to measure the quality of the air
and lighting respecting circadian rhythms for comfort and
well-being. I then think of services: instead of bringing
work home, why not offer what you can't necessarily find
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How is INOWAI adjusting to these changes?
at home: concierge, fitness, relaxation area and outdoor
spaces? The Printzipal project includes, for example, a
huge garden with furniture and electrical outlets where
employees can work outdoors. Now, SMART certificates
allow reservation of rooms or connected parking and
finally, ESG considerations, with fully removable and

From a technological point of view, with lockdown, we
have digitized more than 25% of our building stock to
facilitate remote visits. In the past, our mission was, above
all, to find a site that meets needs in terms of location and
services. Today, we support companies and their
representatives for whom real estate is not necessarily
their specialty. In taking into account new trends, we

analyze such priorities as mobility, sustainable
development, location or locations, parking, budget,
visibility and attractiveness for future employees. The
variables are numerous, and we have project management
specialists presenting a 360-degree offer and “turnkey”
office deliverables. What is certain is that the market is
still doing very well, with a vacancy rate of less than 4%.
Rents are rising in the city center, at Cloche d'Or, at
Kirchberg, at the station and in rapidly changing districts
such as Belval and Howald. Investors are also maintaining
a very high level of interest, attracted by the stability and
quality of the market. This can be explained by the Grand
Duchy's non-speculative approach: there are few new
projects, most are fully or partially pre-let and demand
remains strong.
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RESTAURANT

AMAURY BOUHOURS
Le Meurice

©le Meurice

The Disruptive
Element
MORE INFORMATION

“I like honesty,
frankness on
the plate.”

www.duke.lu/amaurybouhours
https://www.dorchestercollection.com/fr

SINCE HIS BEGINNINGS IN MONACO WITH ALAIN DUCASSE,
AMAURY BOUHOURS HAS PATIENTLY EVOLVED IN THE
CONSTELLATION OF HIS MENTOR BEFORE TAKING CHARGE
OF THE KITCHENS OF LE MEURICE AND HIS TWO MICHELIN
STARS. INTERVIEW.
Praise of fidelity

Amaury Bouhours spent a lot of time during his childhood
with his grandmother. A market gardener, she passed on
to him a taste for simplicity and authenticity, especially
through simple recipes such as blanquette of fish which
still gives him a frisson today. It is therefore natural that his
cuisine tells the story of rare products supplied by
breeders and producers that he seeks throughout France.
For example, he recently discovered ginger from Alsace.
Amaury places great importance on sourcing and the
manufacturing processes during which he likes to take the
time to see and understand. This very committed
approach pushes him to go beyond local cuisine by going
as far as making his own soy sauce with local products.
Thus, today he can claim a cuisine that is 95% French,
simple and comforting.

The chef started his career at the Louis XV in Monte Carlo
alongside Alain Ducasse. He then moved to another
restaurant in the group - the Hôtel Plaza Athénée in contact with three renowned chefs before taking over
Le Meurice. Hyperactive by nature he declares, “My
generation is very impatient but learning over fourteen
years, in contact with very experienced chefs, allowed us
to cultivate the talent necessary to achieve two Michelin
stars.” Today, the relationship between the two leaders
remains unchanged: Amaury keeps the codes and the
DNA of the group while grafting his somewhat provocative
personality on it. For example, he does not hesitate to
serve chicken feet as an appetizer. He likes frankness on
the plate and is prepared to shock in order to achieve his
goal: to create emotion.
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LE MEURICE

The Chef's Table near the kitchen.

©Niall Clutton

Vegetables in the blood

AMAURY BOUHOURS,

Palace life
Today, Amaury Bouhours manages the two restaurants at Le
Meurice. The first is the gourmet restaurant, le Meurice Alain
Ducasse is open only in the evenings. It includes the room
inspired by the Salon de la Paix at the Palace of Versailles and
revisited by Philippe Starck. It recalls the rich history of this
hotel, which opened in 1835, and which saw Queen Victoria

stay. It has long been called the Hotel of the Kings - and
many personalities including Salvador Dalí were regulars. In
this imposing room along the rue de Rivoli and the gardens of
the Louvre, it offers an easy-to-understand menu including
very lightly cooked Noirmoutier sea bream/Allonnes carrot/
marigold/smoked yogurt or roast Lacaune lamb/abalone/
turnip/ Croisic seaweed. For desserts, Cédric Grolet, the artist
in residence, officiates. And for those who want a more
"special" experience, the chef's table allows ten guests to
meet in the basement in a private room with a direct view of
the kitchens. The second restaurant - Restaurant Le Dalí allows you to take a gourmet visit to Le Meurice at any time
of the day for breakfast, lunch, teatime or dinner. Based on
the same dogmas - 95% local products - its Luxembourg
prices make it a bridge between the general public and a
Palace whose stature could intimidate at first glance.
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Emilia Romagna,

Cradle of
La Dolce Vita
MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/emiliaromagna

©DR

THE ITALIAN REGION OF EMILIA ROMAGNA NESTLES BETWEEN THE RIVER PO TO THE
NORTH, THE APENNINE MOUNTAINS TO THE SOUTH AND THE ADRIATIC SEA TO THE
EAST. IT SAW THE BIRTH OF THE COMPOSER GIUSEPPE VERDI, THE DIRECTOR FEDERICO
FELLINI AND THE MANUFACTURERS ENZO FERRARI AND FERRUCCIO LAMBORGHINI.
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“Rimini: sea, azure sky,
generous sun and
the great Fellini.”
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PARMA HAM
Made without chemical additives,
Prosciutto di Parma is a prestigious ambassador
of gourmet Italy. To be eligible for the Protected
Designation of Origin (PDO) seal, producers must
comply with strict protocols. The pigs, of selected
breeds, are reared, fed and slaughtered in the
northern and central regions of Italy. The actual
production of the ham, carried out in the province
of Parma, meets very rigorous specifications. The
monitoring of each piece is strict, the process is
verified at each stage. To receive its approval
Parma ham must offer real taste assurances:
neither too fatty nor too salty.

PARMIGIANOREGGIANO
Also protected by a
PDO, only authentic
Parmigiano Reggiano
can claim the name
of Parmesan. The
production area
encompasses the
provinces of Reggio Emilia, Parma, Modena, as well
as part of the Bologna region. To obtain its name
this cheese must follow a distinctive process. The
milk must come from four breeds of cows:
Modenese, Bruna Italiana, Frisona and Reggiana,
the feed of which feeds is closely monitored. Rennet
- a coagulant of animal origin - will be mixed with
the milk to make it curdle. The product is then cut
and placed in cloths to drain. It is then placed in
molds before being flattened using wooden disks to
form the wheel. This will then be marked with the
registration of the dairy, the vintage and the month
of production.

Bologna, a capital rich in history but so modern
Bologna, the capital of Emilia Romagna, offers enthusiasts
some 2,500 years of history, ranging from Etruscan
civilization to recent times. Its 38 kilometers of arcades in the
city center allow you to explore the city under cover in all
weathers. To start this journey through time, you go to Piazza
Maggiore which is the epicenter of what visitors must see in
Bologna: the fountain of Neptune, the church of San Petronio
and the Renaissance palaces. All the other must-see sites
are nearby. The two leaning towers, symbols of the city;
Piazza Santo Stefano and its early Christian basilica and the
seven terracotta statues of the Santuario di Santa Maria della
Vita. But Bologna is also living with the times. The collections
of the MAMbo (Museum of Modern Art in Bologna) exhibit
Italian art from the end of the Second World War to the
present day. It was here that the first university in the
Western world was founded in 1088 but as a "young"
metropolis it welcomes students from all over Italy.

Modena and its Roman treasures protected by
UNESCO
Modena, located in the heart of Emilia-Romagna, is a true
sanctuary of Romanesque art (12th century). The Piazza
Grande, the Campanar Tower (known under the name of
Ghirlandina, which, during the Renaissance, had a dual,
religious and military function) and the cathedral (which
supports the famous dome) have been listed, since 1997, as
UNESCO world heritage sites. From the top of the tower, the
view over the city is breathtaking. Modena enjoyed its heyday
under the governorship of the House of Este, in power in the
region between 1288 and 1796.
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Rimini, pearl of the Romagna Riviera and birthplace
of the great Fellini
To think of Rimini is to imagine generous sun, azure sea and
sky. And, indeed, this pearl of the Adriatic offers beautiful
beaches, many possibilities for seaside recreation as well as
a rich history. The city of Ariminum was founded in 268 BC
and is home to many Roman remains, including the Arch of
Augustus, built in 27 BC, and the Bridge of Tiberius, over the
Marecchia River. But Rimini also conceals sumptuous
vestiges of the Renaissance. Thus, in the temple of Malatesta,
the name given to the cathedral of the city, one can admire
works of Piero della Francesca, Giotto or Vasari. Rimini is the
birthplace of filmmaker Federico Fellini. The Maestro spent his
youth there and is buried there. The city, which inspired Fellini
to one of his masterpieces, Amarcord, plans to dedicate a
museum to the director.

BALSAMIC VINEGAR
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This condiment must meet
the requirements of Consorzio
Aceto Balsamico di Modena.
The grape must that
constitutes the base must
be picked exclusively from
certain grape varieties,
including Sangiovese,
Lambrusco, Ancellotta, Trebbiano. Wine vinegar,
which is up to ten years old, is then added, and the
mixture is refined in barrels for between 60 days
and three years.
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Emilia
Romagna,
Cradle of
La Dolce Vita
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EMILIA-ROMAGNA

The Muse of
Mechanical Arts

LAMBORGHINI

From tractor to super sports cars
Ferruccio Lamborghini was born on April 28, 1916, in
Renazzo de Cento, near Modena. A wealthy tractor
manufacturer, he enjoyed driving powerful vehicles
on the road. According to legend, around 1960,
Lamborghini visited his neighbor Enzo Ferrari and
asked him to build more reliable production cars. “Il
Commendatore” refused. Lamborghini, therefore,
decided to manufacture his own prototypes, setting
his fiery bull to compete with Ferrari’s prancing
horse brand. In 1963, he created the Automobili
Ferruccio Lamborghini, launched the 350 GT
in 1964, before engaging in “hypersporting” rivalry with Ferraris for more
than 60 years. Faced with a crisis of the
1970s, Lamborghini ceded its
automotive flagship. The marque
passed through several hands before
being bought by Audi in 1998. The brand of
the fiery bull continued to produce sporty and
luxurious models after the death of its father on
February 20, 1993, in Perugia.

MORE INFORMATION

www.duke.lu/themuseofmechanicalarts

A PRANCING HORSE, A FIERY
BULL, A TRIDENT… HOW
THREE PRESTIGIOUS BRANDS
AND FIVE ENTHUSIASTS
OF ENGINEERING, DESIGN
AND AUTOMOTIVE LUXURY
HAVE PLACED MODENA,
MARANELLO AND BOLOGNA
IN THE PANTHEON OF
BEAUTIFUL AND CHIC ITALIAN
SPORTS CARS.

MASERATI

FERRARI

Spark plugs to grand touring

Born in Modena on February 18, 1898,
Enzo Ferrari became a test driver and
then a racing driver. In 1937, he
designed his first racing car for Alfa
Romeo and founded his company
Ferrari Automobili in Maranello in 1942.
Renowned for their speed and
artisanal design, his cars won
numerous F1 Grands Prix and
constructors' championships. Its
luxury models excelled in their speed
and maneuverability. In 1969, he ceded
50% of the group to Fiat, but remained
its chairman until 1977, retaining
control of its racing team. In 1982, he
prepared for his retirement with a final
creation, the F40: the thoroughbred,
nonconformist, “Spartan,” which has
since become a legend as the fastest
and most powerful production vehicle
in history. When he died on August 14,
1988, he left one of the most influential
marques in the world.
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“According to legend,
around 1960, Lamborghini
visited his neighbor Enzo
Ferrari, and asked him to build
more reliable production cars.
“Il Commendatore” refused.””

Originally a manufacturer of spark plugs, Officine Alfieri Maserati was founded in Bologna
in December 1914 by the brothers Alfieri, Ettore and Ernesto Maserati. Equipped with the
trident, inspired by the fountain of Neptune in the city, Maserati released its first car and
entered a competition in 1922. In 1937, the Maseratis joined forces with Adolfo Orsi - an
industrialist passionate about racing - and set up the company in Modena. After the war,
Maserati developed high-performance, luxurious and spacious grand touring models and
F1 champions. But the competitor to Ferrari and Lamborghini experienced financial
difficulties and was bought by Citroën (1968), Chrysler (1983) then Fiat (1987). Maserati
merged with Ferrari in 1997 and 2006 formed a sports partnership with Alfa Romeo. It
remains Fiat-Chrysler's luxury brand today.

©DR

From the test track to the sky
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ATEL Annual E-Conference
Digital Event

Physical Conference

THE ATEL ANNUAL CONFERENCE TOOK PLACE ON THE 30TH OF SEPTEMBER. THE EVENT WAS
ORGANIZED IN THE FORM OF A "PARALLEL" CONFERENCE: A PHYSICAL EVENT AT THE AUDITORIUM
OF ING AND PRE-RECORDED CONTENT FOR PEOPLE AT HOME OR ABROAD. THE EVENT WAS
SPONSORED BY EY, BNP PARIBAS, BEARINGPOINT, BOTTOMLINE, ING AND JP MORGAN.

Daniela Hockelmann, EY

MORE INFORMATION
www.atel.lu

Gert Sonck, ING

Lionel Julienne,
J.P. Morgan

Herwig Temmerman & Elise Grazini, BearingPoint

Tom Leitch, Bottomline

©360Crossmedia

François Masquelier, ATEL
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TOURISM
BEFORE

Graace
Hotel
IN THE MIDDLE OF BONNEVOIE, THE GRAACE HOTEL IS A
BEAUTIFUL MIX OF HISTORY AND MODERNITY. ITS
CREATOR, STEVE KRACK, HAS CONSERVED THE SOUL AND
THE CHARACTER OF THE ORIGINAL SITE WHERE THE
GRAAS FAMILY BUILT AN INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX TO
DEVELOP THEIR METALWORKING BUSINESS. STEVE
DISCOVERED THIS COLD AND FUNCTIONAL PLACE IN 2012,
IMMEDIATELY GRASPING ITS POTENTIAL AS A HOTEL AND
BOUGHT THE ENTIRE COMPLEX. RENOVATIONS BEGAN IN
2017. THE NEW OWNER CAREFULLY PRESERVED SOME
KEY ELEMENTS WHICH BECAME EMBLEMATIC OF THE
LOVINGLY RESTORED BUILDING. TODAY, HOTEL GRAACE IS
A ONE-OF-A-KIND PLACE WHERE YOU CAN ALSO FIND A
WINE BAR AND MIZU, A JAPANESE-INSPIRED TEA AND
COFFEE HOUSE ON THE ROOFTOP.

MORE INFORMATION

A F T ER

©Patty Neu

www.graacehotel.com
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STRASBOURG

Between
Gastronomic
Know-How
and Sumptuous
Monuments
MORE INFORMATION
www.duke.lu/strasbourg

THANKS TO ITS RICH BUT TROUBLED
HISTORY, STRASBOURG TODAY OCCUPIES A
UNIQUE PLACE IN THE HEART OF EUROPE.
BETWEEN HISTORICAL MONUMENTS OF
EUROPEAN POLITICAL LIFE AND A
GRANDIOSE ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE,
STRASBOURG BRINGS PLEASURE TO ITS
INHABITANTS THANKS TO ITS SINCERE
CHARM AND ITS ALSATIAN GASTRONOMY.

Edgar Quinet said about Strasbourg, “This city of Strasbourg
pleases me more than I can say. I love this Alsatian
character, something hospitable and free." Because the city
is full of architectural masterpieces, an entire weekend is not
enough time to visit all the monuments of the city. Located
on the Grande Île, Strasbourg Cathedral watches ovwts
inhabitants from a height of one hundred and forty-two
meters. In Neustadt, the former imperial district, one is
captivated by the beauty of the avenues offering an
impressive panorama of buildings such as the Rhine Palace
or the Palais Universitaire, where neo-Haussmannian and
modern art styles blend. Heading northeast of the city you
will find the emblems that make Strasbourg a pioneering city
of European construction, including the European Parliament
and the Council of Europe.

The Christmas market, Strasbourg's biggest
celebration
The Strasbourg market is the unmissable rendezvous for
the end of the year celebrations conveying a magical
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A breathtaking cultural heritage

atmosphere throughout the city. Christmas carols
resound, shop windows are adorned with their most
beautiful colors, one has the feeling of being in Santa Claus
country. Each year, more than two million people come to
enjoy the market, where nearly 300 traders offer
Christmas ornaments and original gifts. One can also
indulge such local specialties such as the famous bredle,
Alsatian cupcakes and the kougelhopf, the legendary
Alsace brioche, served with traditional mulled wine. The

market will be open from November 26 to December 24,
2021. It is on Place Kleber and its 30m high tree will show
you where you will find the “Christmas capital.”

Alsace, paradise for gourmets
The city and its region are full of culinary specialties thanks to
its seven Michelin-starred restaurants including the Secret
Garden and the 1741. Tarte flambée, or flamekueche for the
locals, is the symbol of sharing and conviviality in Alsace. You

cannot visit Strasbourg without eating a good sauerkraut, its
emblematic dish. You will also find spätzle, Alsatian pasta
with an atypical texture, often accompanied by a meat
sauce. The traditional Alsatian dish the baeckeoffe will appeal
to meat lovers mixing marinated meats and potatoes. For an
aperitif, you can't miss a pretzel, any occasion is good to bite
into their saltiness or sweetness. The whole experience can
be accompanied by a glass of Alsatian wine,
Gewurtztraminer, Muscat or Pinot Noir or Gris.
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GUIDE

Ceos‘
favourite
addresses
Eating

Leasure

UPSCALE

CASTLES

Bouquet garni www.lebouquetgarni.lu
Clairefontaine www.restaurantclairefontaine.lu
De jangeli www.dejangeli.lu
La maison lefèvre www.lamaisonlefevre.lu
La Mirabelle www.espaces-saveurs.lu
La Rameaudière www.larameaudiere.lu
Le Windsor www.windsor.lu
Léa Linster www.lealinster.lu
Les roses www.casino2000.lu/restaurants/les-roses
Ma langue sourit www.mls.lu
Mosconi www.mosconi.lu
Restaurant Le Sud www.le-sud.lu

Beaufort 24 Rue du Château, L-6310 Beaufort
Bourglinster 8 rue du Château, L-6162 Bourglinster
Clervaux Am Schlass, L-9774 Urspelt
Vallée des sept châteaux Leesbach, L-8363
Septfontaines
Larochette 4 rue de Medernach, L-7619 Larochette

Um Plateau

CULTURE
Mudam 3 Park Drai Eechelen 1499, Luxembourg
www.mudam.lu
Philharmonie Place de l’Europe L-1499, Luxembourg
Casemates 30, place Guillaume II, Luxembourg
Palais Grand ducal 17 Rue du marché-aux-Herbes,
Luxembourg

CASUAL
Bick Stuff www.bickstuff.lu
Brasserie k116 www.k116.lu
Brasserie Mansfeld www.mansfeld.lu
Brasserie Schuman www.brasserieschuman.pro
Boos K Fé www.boos.lu
House17 www.house17.com
Ikki www.ikki.lu
La Bergamote www.labergamote.lu
Tempo www.tempobaroumanger.lu
Um Plateau www.umplateau.lu

PARTY
Brauerai www.bigbeercompany.lu
White House www.white.lu

Hotels
Sofitel Grand Ducal www.accorhotels.com
Hôtel Le Châtelet www.chatelet.lu
Hotel Le Royal www.leroyal.com
Le Place d’Armes www.hotel-leplacedarmes.com
Melia www.melia-luxembourg.com

Burger Le Booster’s: www.booster.lu
Indian Maharaja: Tel.: (+352) 24 17 45
Sushi Yamayu Santatsu Tel.: (+352) 46 12 49
La tabatière www.la-tabatiere.lu
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La Rameaudière

MORE INFORMATION

Brasserie Schuman
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SPECIALITIES

CIGAR

Bick Stuff

www.luxembourgofficial.com
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Share
your
talent!

Duke

The thought leadership factory

9 789995 974572

Pierre
Gramegna

(Minister of Finance) :

We believe
in a level
playing field
Page 18

SPECIAL
FEATURE

Logistics
Page 26

DUKE

9 euros

11

T H E T H O U G H T L E A D E R S H I P FA C T O R Y

CHRISTOPH
MÜLLER (VP BANK)
A new digital
foundation for a
traditional industry
DIDIER HUARD AND
MÉRIADEC PORTIER
(BANQUE
TRANSATLANTIQUE
LUXEMBOURG)
The bank for French
expatriates

STEVEN(ESMA)
MAIJOOR
Making markets safer

We are looking for
articles for the next
edition of “Duke”
Topics: technical subjects,
testimonies, your hobbies
Format: 1 title,
1 short introduction
(200 characters maximum),
3-4 titled paragraphs – totalling a
maximum of 2.300 characters
(including spaces).
Contact us:
contact@360crossmedia.com

www.360crossmedia.com
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YOUR TREASURY
THOUGHT LEADER

05

9 euros

INTERVIEW

Strategic
Advisory
→ Treasury Ambassador
→ Support to Companies
attracting State Aid
and Subsidies & ad
hoc financing
→ Advising senior
managers of financial
institutions and
corporates

Communication
→ Moderation of
Panel sessions and
Conferences
→ Social Media
Influencing &
crossmedia content
creation
→ Thought Leadership
services

Training
→ Tailor-Made Training
→ Coaching of Treasury
and Financial
Teams of Banks and
Corporates
→ University Education
Lecturing

www.simplytreasury.com
François Masquelier

Phone: +352 62127 8094
Email: francois@simplytreasury.com
Address: Résidence Soho NY (4A52), 1 rue de Chiny, L-1334 Luxembourg

360Group combines
a communications agency
specialising in "Design
Sprints”, an innovative
training centre and a
technology department,
which has developed the
www.360Box.fr

www.the-360group.com

